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Sampling
Sampling Procedure
MICRODATA SOURCE: Central Bureau of Statistics - Israel
SAMPLE DESIGN: Systematic sample of every 5th household after a random start. 1-in-2 sample drawn from that by MPC.
SAMPLE UNIT: Household
SAMPLE FRACTION: 10%
SAMPLE SIZE (person records): 315,608

Weighting
Self-weighting (expansion factor = 10)
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Questionnaires
Overview
The census was conducted in two stages and for each one there a separate enumeration form. In the first stage (A), the
entire population was enumerated. The stage A questionnaire was designed to cover all households and every member in
the houusehold.
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Data Collection
Data Collection Dates
Start
1972-05-19

End
1972-06-30

Cycle
N/A

Data Collection Mode
Face-to-face [f2f]
DATA COLLECTION NOTES
De Jure, CENSUS DAY: Midnight between May 19th and 20th, 1972, FIELD WORK PERIOD: May and June 1972
SUPERVISION
Drop-off and pick up with review and completion of missing information by the enumerator.
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Data Processing
No content available
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Data Appraisal
No content available
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File Description
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Variable List
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ISR1972-H-H
Content

Household records

Cases

0

Variable(s)

74

Structure

Type: relational
Keys: SERIAL(Household serial number)

Version

Version 6.4, IPUMS sample

Producer

Minnesota Population Center

Missing Data

Variables
ID

Name

Label

Type

Format

V1

RECTYPE

Record type

discrete

character

V2

YEAR

Year

discrete

numeric

V3

SAMPLE

IPUMS sample identifier

discrete

numeric

V4

SERIAL

Household serial number

contin

numeric

V5

PERSONS

Number of person records
in the household

contin

numeric

V6

SUBSAMP

Subsample number

discrete

numeric

V7

GQ

Group quarters (collective
dwelling) status

discrete

numeric

V8

UNREL

Number of unrelated
persons

discrete

numeric

V9

REGIONW

Continent and region of
country

discrete

numeric

V10 INCHH

Household income, Israel

discrete

numeric

V11 WATSUP

Water supply

discrete

numeric

V12 PHONE

Telephone availability

discrete

numeric

V13 AUTOS

Automobiles available

discrete

numeric

V14 HEAT

Central heating

discrete

numeric

V15 AIRCON

Air conditioning

discrete

numeric

V16 WASHER

Clothes washing machine

discrete

numeric

V17 TV

Television set

discrete

numeric

V18 ROOMS

Number of rooms

discrete

numeric

V19 KITCHEN

Kitchen or cooking
facilities

discrete

numeric

V20 TOILET

Toilet

discrete

numeric

V21 BATH

Bathing facilities

discrete

numeric

V22 HHTYPE

Household classification

discrete

numeric

V23 NFAMS

Number of families in
household

discrete

numeric

V24 HEADLOC

Head's location in
household

contin

numeric

V25 HHDONATE

Donated household

discrete

numeric

Question
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ID

Name

Label

Type

Format

Question

V26 IL1972A_0001

Dwelling number

contin

numeric

Dwelling number

V27 IL1972A_0006

Number of persons in
household

discrete

numeric

Number of persons in household

V28 IL1972A_0016

Dwelling created by
splitting apart a large
dwelling or household

discrete

numeric

Dwelling created by splitting apart a large dwelling or
household

V29 IL1972A_0017

Number of persons in a
large dwelling before it
was split

contin

numeric

Number of persons in a large dwelling before it was split

V30 IL1972A_0068

District

discrete

numeric

District

V31 IL1972A_0069

Subdistict

discrete

numeric

Subdistict

V32 IL1972A_0034

Type of questionnaire

discrete

numeric

Type of questionnaire

V33 IL1972A_0035

Number of rooms

discrete

numeric

1. In how many rooms does your family live? ____ Do not
include: kitchen, lavatory, bathroom and a room serving only
for business purposes. Note also half a room.

V34 IL1972A_0036

Home heating system

discrete

numeric

2. What is the principal arrangement for heating the
apartment in the winter? [] 1. Central or apartment heating []
2. Other fixed installation- kerosene stove, gas, fuel oil, heat
storage [] 3. Movable stove (electric, gas, kerosene) [] 4. No
arrangement for heating apartment

V35 IL1972A_0037

Kitchen

discrete

numeric

3. Is there a kitchen? (not including a cooking corner) [] 1.
Kitchen [] 2. No kitchen

V36 IL1972A_0038

Cooking facilities

discrete

numeric

Cooking facilities

V37 IL1972A_0039

Running water in dwelling

discrete

numeric

Running water in dwelling

V38 IL1972A_0040

Electricity

discrete

numeric

Electricity

V39 IL1972A_0041

Bath/shower

discrete

numeric

4. Is there a bath or a shower and is it solely for your use? []
1. Bath, solely for the use of the family [] 2. Bath, used jointly
with others [] 3. Only shower, solely for the use of the family
[] 4. Only shower, used jointly with others [] 5. No bath and
no shower

V40 IL1972A_0042

Hot water for bath

discrete

numeric

5. What is the principal arrangement for heating of water in
the bath, or shower? [] 1. Central or apartment heating [] 2.
Solar heater [] 3. Electric or gas boiler [] 4. Kerosene, wood,
coal, etc. [] 5. No arrangement for heating water [] 6. No
bath and no shower

V41 IL1972A_0043

Toilet

discrete

numeric

6. Do you have a lavatory? [] 1. There is no lavatory. Mark
and pass on to question 9. [] 2. There are 2 lavatories. Mark
and pass on to question 9. [] 3. There is 1 toilet

V42 IL1972A_0044

Location of toilet

discrete

numeric

[Questions 7-8 were asked of those with 1 toilet, per
question 6.] 7. Where is the lavatory located? [] 1. Inside the
building [] 2. Outside the building

V43 IL1972A_0045

Running water in toilet

discrete

numeric

Running water in toilet

V44 IL1972A_0046

Toilet with bath

discrete

numeric

[Questions 7-8 were asked of those with 1 toilet, per
question 6.] 8. Is the lavatory located together with the bath
or shower? [] 1. The lavatory is located together with the
bath or shower [] 2. The lavatory is located separately

V45 IL1972A_0047

Telephone

discrete

numeric

9. Is there a telephone in the apartment? [] 1. Yes [] 2. No

V46 IL1972A_0048

TV set

discrete

numeric

10. Do you have a television set? [] 1. Yes [] 2. No

V47 IL1972A_0049

Baking oven

discrete

numeric

12. Do you have a baking range operated by gas or
electricity? [] 1. Yes [] 2. No

V48 IL1972A_0050

Car

discrete

numeric

14. Do you have a car? Please include private passenger car
or closed commercial van with load capacity of up to 1 ton.
Do not include tender. [] 1. Car in possession of family [] 2.
Car for use of family, but not in its possession [] 3. No car
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ID

Name

Label

Type

Format

Question

V49 IL1972A_0051

Washing machine

discrete

numeric

11. Do you have a washing machine? [] 1. Yes [] 2. No

V50 IL1972A_0052

Air conditioner

discrete

numeric

13. Do you have an air conditioner in the apartment? (Do not
include fan.) [] 1. Yes [] 2. No

V51 IL1972A_0053

Year entered apartment

discrete

numeric

15. In what year did the first member out of those now living
in the apartment move in? [] Lives in apartment from birth []
If not from birth, note year of entry: 19_ _

V52 IL1972A_0054

Ownership of dwelling

discrete

numeric

16. Is the apartment in your possession, or is it rented? [] 1.
In possession of the family [] 2. Rented. Mark and pass on to
question 18. [] 3. Not in possession and not rented. Pass on
to next page. [Skip questions 17-20.]

V53 IL1972A_0055

Value of owned dwelling

discrete

numeric

17. At how much do you estimate the value of the apartment?
____

V54 IL1972A_0056

Monthly rent

discrete

numeric

[Questions 18 to 20 were asked only of persons in rented
apartments.] 18. What is the monthly rent? ____ For those
living in a rented apartment.

V55 IL1972A_0057

Key moneyrights

discrete

numeric

[Questions 18 to 20 were asked only of persons in rented
apartments.] 19. Will you be getting key money (or pay on
vacating) should you vacate the apartment? [] 1. No
entitlement to key money. Pass on to next page. [Skip
question 20.] [] 2. Entitlement to key money or pay on
vacating (for those living in "Amidar" apartments) [] 3.
Entitled to key money (for those not living in "Amidar"
apartments)

V56 IL1972A_0058

Value of key-money

discrete

numeric

[Questions 18 to 20 were asked only of persons in rented
apartments.] 20. At how much do you estimate the value of
the key money (including the third for the owner of the
apartment)? ____ For those living in apartments with key
money.

V57 IL1972A_0059

Pensions from Israeli and
foreign sources

discrete

numeric

24. What were your and your family's income not from work
during the last 12 months? ____ [Question 24 was asked of
persons aged 14+] Record: regular income. Do not record:
one-time income, such as: inheritance, severance pay,
lottery win, etc. A. Pensions, locally and from abroad. ____ B.
Assistance, or allowances such as: national insurance,
ministry of defense, Malben. ____ C. Assistance by relatives
who do not live with you. ____ D. Gross income, from letting
apartment, leasing property, interest, dividends, and
non-active partnership in a business. ____ E. Other current
income, not marked above. ____

V58 IL1972A_0060

Financial aid or
allowances (i.e. National
Insurance, Ministry of
Defense, Malben)

discrete

numeric

24. What were your and your family's income not from work
during the last 12 months? ____ [Question 24 was asked of
persons aged 14+] Record: regular income. Do not record:
one-time income, such as: inheritance, severance pay,
lottery win, etc. A. Pensions, locally and from abroad. ____ B.
Assistance, or allowances such as: national insurance,
ministry of defense, Malben. ____ C. Assistance by relatives
who do not live with you. ____ D. Gross income, from letting
apartment, leasing property, interest, dividends, and
non-active partnership in a business. ____ E. Other current
income, not marked above. ____

V59 IL1972A_0061

Financial aid from
relatives not living with
the person

discrete

numeric

24. What were your and your family's income not from work
during the last 12 months? ____ [Question 24 was asked of
persons aged 14+] Record: regular income. Do not record:
one-time income, such as: inheritance, severance pay,
lottery win, etc. A. Pensions, locally and from abroad. ____ B.
Assistance, or allowances such as: national insurance,
ministry of defense, Malben. ____ C. Assistance by relatives
who do not live with you. ____ D. Gross income, from letting
apartment, leasing property, interest, dividends, and
non-active partnership in a business. ____ E. Other current
income, not marked above. ____
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ID

Name

Label

Type

Format

Question

V60 IL1972A_0062

Income from property,
interest, dividends, and
non-active partnership in
business

discrete

numeric

24. What were your and your family's income not from work
during the last 12 months? ____ [Question 24 was asked of
persons aged 14+] Record: regular income. Do not record:
one-time income, such as: inheritance, severance pay,
lottery win, etc. A. Pensions, locally and from abroad. ____ B.
Assistance, or allowances such as: national insurance,
ministry of defense, Malben. ____ C. Assistance by relatives
who do not live with you. ____ D. Gross income, from letting
apartment, leasing property, interest, dividends, and
non-active partnership in a business. ____ E. Other current
income, not marked above. ____

V61 IL1972A_0063

Other current income, not
already mentioned

discrete

numeric

24. What were your and your family's income not from work
during the last 12 months? ____ [Question 24 was asked of
persons aged 14+] Record: regular income. Do not record:
one-time income, such as: inheritance, severance pay,
lottery win, etc. A. Pensions, locally and from abroad. ____ B.
Assistance, or allowances such as: national insurance,
ministry of defense, Malben. ____ C. Assistance by relatives
who do not live with you. ____ D. Gross income, from letting
apartment, leasing property, interest, dividends, and
non-active partnership in a business. ____ E. Other current
income, not marked above. ____

V62 IL1972A_0064

Total gross income of
family

discrete

numeric

24. What were your and your family's income not from work
during the last 12 months? ____ [Question 24 was asked of
persons aged 14+] Record: regular income. Do not record:
one-time income, such as: inheritance, severance pay,
lottery win, etc. A. Pensions, locally and from abroad. ____ B.
Assistance, or allowances such as: national insurance,
ministry of defense, Malben. ____ C. Assistance by relatives
who do not live with you. ____ D. Gross income, from letting
apartment, leasing property, interest, dividends, and
non-active partnership in a business. ____ E. Other current
income, not marked above. ____

V63 IL1972A_0067

Strata

contin

numeric

Strata

V64 HHWT

Household weight

contin

numeric

V65 NCOUPLES

Number of married
couples in household

discrete

numeric

V66 NMOTHERS

Number of mothers in
household

discrete

numeric

V67 NFATHERS

Number of fathers in
household

discrete

numeric

V68 COUNTRY

Country

discrete

numeric

V69 ELECTRIC

Electricity

discrete

numeric

V70 OWNERSHIP

Ownership of dwelling
[general version]

discrete

numeric

V71 OWNERSHIPD

Ownership of dwelling
[detailed version]

discrete

numeric

V72 FUELCOOK

Cooking fuel

discrete

numeric

V73 HOTWATER

Hot water heater

discrete

numeric

V74 STRATA

Strata identifier

contin

numeric
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ISR1972-P-H
Content

Person records

Cases

0

Variable(s)

97

Structure

Type: relational
Keys: PERNUM(Person number), SERIAL(Household serial number [person version])

Version

Version 6.4, IPUMS sample

Producer

Minnesota Population Center

Missing Data

Variables
ID

Name

Label

Type

Format

V75

PERNUM

Person number

contin

numeric

V76

MOMLOC

Mother's location in
household

contin

numeric

V77

POPLOC

Father's location in
household

contin

numeric

V78

SPLOC

Spouse's location in
household

contin

numeric

V79

PARRULE

Rule for linking parent

discrete

numeric

V80

SPRULE

Rule for linking spouse

discrete

numeric

V81

STEPMOM

Probable stepmother

discrete

numeric

V82

STEPPOP

Probable stepfather

discrete

numeric

V83

POLYMAL

Man with more than
one wife linked

discrete

numeric

V84

POLY2ND

Woman is second or
higher order wife

discrete

numeric

V85

FAMUNIT

Family unit
membership

contin

numeric

V86

FAMSIZE

Number of own family
members in household

discrete

numeric

V87

NCHILD

Number of own children
in household

discrete

numeric

V88

NCHLT5

Number of own children
under age 5 in
household

discrete

numeric

V89

ELDCH

Age of eldest own child
in household

discrete

numeric

V90

YNGCH

Age of youngest own
child in household

discrete

numeric

V91

RELATE

Relationship to
household head
[general version]

discrete

numeric

V92

RELATED

Relationship to
household head
[detailed version]

discrete

numeric

V93

AGE

Age

discrete

numeric

Question
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ID

Name

Label

Type

Format

Question

V94

AGE2

Age, grouped into
intervals

discrete

numeric

V95

SEX

Sex

discrete

numeric

V96

MARST

Marital status [general
version]

discrete

numeric

V97

MARSTD

Marital status [detailed
version]

discrete

numeric

V98

MARRYR2

Year of first marriage,
categorized

discrete

numeric

V99

MARRNUM

Number of marriages or
unions

discrete

numeric

V100 CHBORN

Children ever born

discrete

numeric

V101 LANGIL1

First language spoken,
Israel

discrete

numeric

V102 EDUCIL

Educational attainment,
Israel

discrete

numeric

V103 EMPSTAT

Activity status
(employment status)
[general version]

discrete

numeric

V104 EMPSTATD

Activity status
(employment status)
[detailed version]

discrete

numeric

V105 LABORIL

Annual labor force,
Israel

discrete

numeric

V106 OCC

Occupation, unrecoded

contin

numeric

V107 IND

Industry, unrecoded

contin

numeric

V108 CLASSWK

Status in employment
(class of worker)
[general version]

discrete

numeric

V109 CLASSWKD

Status in employment
(class of worker)
[detailed version]

discrete

numeric

V110 TRNWRK

Means of transportation
to work or school

discrete

numeric

V111 INCEARN

Earned income

contin

numeric

V112 MIGIL

Subdistrict of residence
5 years ago, Israel

discrete

numeric

V113 YRIMM2

Year of immigration,
categorized

discrete

numeric

V114 IL1972A_0003

Person number (within
household)

discrete

numeric

Person number (within household)

V115 IL1972A_0401

Relationship to head of
household

discrete

numeric

6. Relation to household head [] 1. Household head [] 2.
Spouse of household head [] 3. Son/daughter [] 4.
Son/daughter in law [] 5. Grandson/daughter [] 6. Parent of
household head [] 7. Parent of the spouse [] 8. Other relation
[] 9. No relative

V116 IL1972A_0402

Sex

discrete

numeric

9. Sex [] 1. Male [] 2. Female

V117 IL1972A_0403

Marital status

discrete

numeric

10. Marital status [] 1. Married [] 2. Divorced [] 3. Widowed []
4. Single

V118 IL1972A_0404

Religion

discrete

numeric

11. Is he/she [] 1. Jew [] 2. Moslem [] 3. Greek-Catholic [] 4.
Greek-Orthodox [] 5. Latin (Catholic) [] 6. Druze [] Other
Christian ____ [] Other ____
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ID

Name

Label

Type

Format

Question

V119 IL1972A_0405

Country of origin

discrete

numeric

13. [Country of origin] For Israel-born, [specify] father's
country of birth. For born abroad, [specify] country of birth. []
01. Israel [] 02. Iran (Persia) [] 03. Bulgaria [] 04. U.S.S.R [] 05.
Germany [] 06. Hungary [] 07. Tunisia [] 08. Turkey [] 09.
Libya [] 10. Egypt [] 11. Morocco [] 12. Iraq [] 13. Poland [] 14.
Rumania [] 15. Yemen [] Other county ____

V120 IL1972A_0406

Year of immigration
(Aliya)

discrete

numeric

14. Year of immigration: 19 _ _ For [those] born abroad.

V121 IL1972A_0407

Year of entry to the
locality

discrete

numeric

[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]
1. From what year have you lived in this settlement? [] Has
lived in this settlement from birth [] If not from birth, mark
year of move to this locality: 19_ _

V122 IL1972A_0408

Place of residence 5
years ago (1967)

discrete

numeric

[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]
2. Where was your permanent place of residence in May 1967,
in other words, before the Six-Day War? [] In the same house
at present. [] At another address [] Abroad [] In Israel; note
address ____

V123 IL1972A_0409

Year of first marriage

discrete

numeric

[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]
3. Did you marry and when? [] Did not marry. Mark and pass
to question 6 [skip questions 4-5] [] Married once -- Mark year
of marriage: 19_ _ [] Married more than once -- Mark years of
marriages: First: 19_ _ Last: 19_ _

V124 IL1972A_0410

Year of last marriage

discrete

numeric

[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]
3. Did you marry and when? [] Did not marry. Mark and pass
to question 6 [skip questions 4-5] [] Married once -- Mark year
of marriage: 19_ _ [] Married more than once -- Mark years of
marriages: First: 19_ _ Last: 19_ _

V125 IL1972A_0411

Children ever born

discrete

numeric

[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]
4. To how many children did you give birth? Please include all
children born alive, even if they are no longer living [] No
children born. Mark and pass to question 6 [skip question 5] []
Number of children born (Mark 1, 2, 3 and so on) ____

V126 IL1972A_0412

Children born abroad

discrete

numeric

[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]
5. How many children of those recorded were born abroad? []
No children born abroad. Mark and pass to question 6. []
Number of children born (Mark 1, 2, 3 and so on) ____

V127 IL1972A_0413

Current schooling

discrete

numeric

[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]
Considered as schools: studies in evening school, Yeshiva,
university, academy of music, etc. Will not be considered
schools: courses of under one year, correspondence courses,
language courses etc. 6. Do you study or have you studied at
a school before? [] Did not study at all at a school. Mark and
pass to question 11 [skip questions 7-10] [] Studies in a
school in the past and does not study at present. Mark and
pass to question 8. [] Studies at present at school. Mark name
and type of school and its address. ____ Name and type of
school (Full name of school, at which studying at present) ____
Address of school: Settlement Street/Quarter Number of
house

V128 IL1972A_0414

Type of transportation
to school

discrete

numeric

[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]
Considered as schools: studies in evening school, Yeshiva,
university, academy of music, etc. Will not be considered
schools: courses of under one year, correspondence courses,
language courses etc. 7. What is the principal means of
transportation for going to school? [Question 7 was asked of
persons aged 14+ who presently study at a school, per
question 6] [] 1. Special bus for conveying pupils [] 2. Public
bus [] 3. Bicycle [] 4. Motorcycle, scooter, or bicycle with
auxiliary motor [] 5. Private or commercial vehicle [] 6. Taxi,
including mini-bus [] 7. Train, or carmelit [] 8. Other vehicle []
9. Walking
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ID

Name

Label

Type

Format

Question

V129 IL1972A_0415

Years of schooling and
certificate

discrete

numeric

[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]
Considered as schools: studies in evening school, Yeshiva,
university, academy of music, etc. Will not be considered
schools: courses of under one year, correspondence courses,
language courses etc. [Questions 8-10 were asked of persons
aged 14+ who presently study at a school or studied in past,
per question 6] 8. How many years altogether did you study
at school? ____ If you are studying at present, please include
current year of studies. Do not include: kindergarten, an
uncompleted year of studies, another year in the same grade,
short courses.

V130 IL1972A_0416

Type of last school

discrete

numeric

[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]
Considered as schools: studies in evening school, Yeshiva,
university, academy of music, etc. Will not be considered
schools: courses of under one year, correspondence courses,
language courses etc. [Questions 8-10 were asked of persons
aged 14+ who presently study at a school or studied in past,
per question 6] 9. What is the type of the school you attended
last, or where you are studying at present? [] 1. Primary
school, Heder, Kutab [] 2. Intermediate classes (between
primary and secondary schools) [] 3. Yeshiva, "Madrassa
Diniyyah" [] 4. Vocational, agricultural secondary school [] 5.
Secondary school [] 6. Teachers training college (post primary)
[] 7. Other post-secondary school, such as school for qualified
nurses, surveyors' school [] 8. University, technion [] 9. Other
school, mark _________

V131 IL1972A_0417

Last degree or
certificate

discrete

numeric

[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]
Considered as schools: studies in evening school, Yeshiva,
university, academy of music, etc. Will not be considered
schools: courses of under one year, correspondence courses,
language courses etc. [Questions 8-10 were asked of persons
aged 14+ who presently study at a school or studied in past,
per question 6] 10. What is the highest certificate (degree)
that you received? [] 1. Academic degree [] 2. Certificate and
completion of post-secondary school [] 3. Matriculation or
other certificate [illegible] [] 4. Other certificate of completing
secondary studies [] 5. None of those certificates

V132 IL1972A_0418

Writing ability

discrete

numeric

[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]
11 Can you write (at least a simple letter) a. Can you write in
Hebrew? [] Yes [] No b. Can you write in Arabic? [] Yes [] No c.
Can you write in (another languages)? [] Yes [] No

V133 IL1972A_0419

First speaking language

discrete

numeric

[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]
12. What is the language, or languages, that you speak in
everyday life? Do not mark language that you know, but do
not use in everyday life. ____ Mark single or principal
language ____ Mark second language ____ Mark third
language

V134 IL1972A_0420

Second speaking
language

discrete

numeric

[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]
12. What is the language, or languages, that you speak in
everyday life? Do not mark language that you know, but do
not use in everyday life. ____ Mark single or principal
language ____ Mark second language ____ Mark third
language

V135 IL1972A_0421

Third speaking
language

discrete

numeric

[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]
12. What is the language, or languages, that you speak in
everyday life? Do not mark language that you know, but do
not use in everyday life. ____ Mark single or principal
language ____ Mark second language ____ Mark third
language
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Question

V136 IL1972A_0422

In the labor force last
week

discrete

numeric

[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]
In questions 13-21, full or part-time work for payment, profit,
or other remuneration, and also work of a family member
without pay in a family business will be considered as "work".
Not considered as "work": work of woman in her own
household. [Questions 14-16 were asked of persons aged 14+
who did not serve in regular or professional military service
(not including army reserves) last week, per question 13] 14.
Did you actively look for work during the last week? For
example, through the Labor Exchange, enquiring at various
places of work, attempting to set up a business etc. [] 1. Yes
[] 2. No 15. Do you have a job, a business, or an agricultural
farm that you were absent from in the last week (for reasons
of leave, sickness, army reserve duty, or other cause)? [] 1.
Yes [] 2. No

V137 IL1972A_0423

Weeks of employment
last year

discrete

numeric

[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]
In questions 13-21, full or part-time work for payment, profit,
or other remuneration, and also work of a family member
without pay in a family business will be considered as "work".
Not considered as "work": work of woman in her own
household. [Questions 14-16 were asked of persons aged 14+
who did not serve in regular or professional military service
(not including army reserves) last week, per question 13] 16.
For how many weeks did you work in Israel in all places of
work during the last 12 months? A "working week" is
considered to be a week during which you worked even one
day only, or during which you worked part-time. Include in the
number of weeks annual leave, sickness leave, and service in
the army reserve. Do not include in the "working week"
periods in compulsory or regular army service [] 00. Did not
work for a single day. Mark and pass to question 24.[skip
questions 17-23] [] If worked less than one year, indicate for
how many weeks worked: ____ [] 99. Worked the whole year

V138 IL1972A_0424

Weekly hours of work

discrete

numeric

[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]
In questions 13-21, full or part-time work for payment, profit,
or other remuneration, and also work of a family member
without pay in a family business will be considered as "work".
Not considered as "work": work of woman in her own
household. [Questions 14-16 were asked of persons aged 14+
who did not serve in regular or professional military service
(not including army reserves) last week, per question 13]
[Questions 17-21 were asked of persons age 14+ who worked
and did not serve in regular or professional military service
last week, per questions 13, 16] 17. During the weeks that
you worked, how many hours weekly did you work in general
(including hours that you worked in all places of work)? Mark
number of hours. ____
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ID

Name

Label

Type

Format

Question

V139 IL1972A_0425

Industry

discrete

numeric

[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]
In questions 13-21, full or part-time work for payment, profit,
or other remuneration, and also work of a family member
without pay in a family business will be considered as "work".
Not considered as "work": work of woman in her own
household. [Questions 17-21 were asked of persons age 14+
who worked and did not serve in regular or professional
military service last week, per questions 13, 16] If you worked
last week, please mark details of your main work. If you did
not work last week, but worked in Israel during the last 12
months, give details of your last work. 18. Where did you
work? a. Name of place of work (name of enterprise,
institution, or employer) ____ Samples: "Jerusalem
Municipality", "R. Cohen - Greengrocer", Eshkoli Factory",
"Ministry of Labor", "Yefe Nof Primary School", "Private Clinic
of Dr. Levy" b. Description of principal activity of the place of
work ____ Samples: Retail sale of shoes; ladies' hairdresser;
manufacture of office furniture; teaching languages; raising
poultry. c. Branch or division (if existing) in which you work
____ Samples: Division of manufacture of children's wear;
Division for production of refrigerators; Water department at
municipality; Public works department; Antiquities
department. d. Address of your place of work Write down the
address you reach first on coming from home ____ Settlement
____ Street/Quarter ____ Number of house (or identifiable
adjacent place)

V140 IL1972A_0426

Type of transportation
to work

discrete

numeric

[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]
In questions 13-21, full or part-time work for payment, profit,
or other remuneration, and also work of a family member
without pay in a family business will be considered as "work".
Not considered as "work": work of woman in her own
household. [Questions 17-21 were asked of persons age 14+
who worked and did not serve in regular or professional
military service last week, per questions 13, 16] 19. What is
the principal means of transportation by which you reach the
above place of work? [] 1. Bus [] 2. Private or commercial
vehicle [] 3. Taxi, including mini-bus [] 4. Motorcycle, scooter,
or bicycle with auxiliary motor. [] 5. Bicycle [] 6. Truck [] 7.
Train, or carmelit [] 8. Other vehicle [] 9. Not traveling

V141 IL1972A_0427

Occupation

discrete

numeric

[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]
In questions 13-21, full or part-time work for payment, profit,
or other remuneration, and also work of a family member
without pay in a family business will be considered as "work".
Not considered as "work": work of woman in her own
household. [Questions 17-21 were asked of persons age 14+
who worked and did not serve in regular or professional
military service last week, per questions 13, 16] 20. What is
the principal work at your place of work? A. Describe your
work ____ Examples: owner of grocery; filing; directing a team
of carpenters; recording goods; aircraft maintenance
technician; surgeon B. Description of position (if existing) ____
Samples: Director of Finance Division; Secretary (female) of
board of directors; Chief Sanitary Inspector; Head of team of
Technicians

V142 IL1972A_0428

Status of work

discrete

numeric

[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]
In questions 13-21, full or part-time work for payment, profit,
or other remuneration, and also work of a family member
without pay in a family business will be considered as "work".
Not considered as "work": work of woman in her own
household. [Questions 17-21 were asked of persons age 14+
who worked and did not serve in regular or professional
military service last week, per questions 13, 16] 21. What is
your position at the place of work? [] 1. Employee (receiving
wages and salary) [] 2. Self-employed, not employing hired
personnel [] 3. Self-employed, employing 1-2 [] 4.
Self-employed, employing 3 and more [] 5. Member of a
cooperative [] 6. Member of qibbuz (not employee) [] 7.
member of family working without pay in family business or
farm
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Question

V143 IL1972A_0429

Gross annual earned
income

discrete

numeric

[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]
[Questions 22-23 were asked of persons aged 14+ who
worked or served in regular or professional military service
(not including army reserves) last week, per question 13] 22.
What was your gross income (before deductions) from wages
and salary in all places of work? To be also included: income
as a soldier, a cooperative member, [illegible], "thirteenth
month salary", vacation pay, payments for professional
literature, sickness pay, army reserve pay. A. Last month ____
B. In the last 12 months ____ C. Is the last amount noted gross?
[] 1. Yes [] 2. No 23. What was your gross income in 1970/71
from your work as self-employed? ____ Record the income
before withdrawals from the business for private needs and
personal taxes

V144 IL1972A_0431

Age, 5-year groups

discrete

numeric

7. Year of birth _ _ _ _ 8. Month of birth _ _

V145 IL1972A_0432

Place of birth

discrete

numeric

12. Place of birth [] 1. Israel [] 2. Abroad

V146 IL1972A_0433

Locality 5 years ago

discrete

numeric

[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]
2. Where was your permanent place of residence in May 1967,
in other words, before the Six-Day War? [] In the same house
at present. [] At another address [] Abroad [] In Israel; note
address ____

V147 IL1972A_0435

District/subdistrict 5
years ago

discrete

numeric

[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]
2. Where was your permanent place of residence in May 1967,
in other words, before the Six-Day War? [] In the same house
at present. [] At another address [] Abroad [] In Israel; note
address ____

V148 IL1972A_0436

Natural region 5 years
ago

discrete

numeric

[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]
2. Where was your permanent place of residence in May 1967,
in other words, before the Six-Day War? [] In the same house
at present. [] At another address [] Abroad [] In Israel; note
address ____

V149 IL1972A_0437

Type of locality /
organization affiliation
5 years ago

discrete

numeric

[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]
2. Where was your permanent place of residence in May 1967,
in other words, before the Six-Day War? [] In the same house
at present. [] At another address [] Abroad [] In Israel; note
address ____

V150 IL1972A_0438

Municipal status 5
years ago

discrete

numeric

[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]
2. Where was your permanent place of residence in May 1967,
in other words, before the Six-Day War? [] In the same house
at present. [] At another address [] Abroad [] In Israel; note
address ____

V151 IL1972A_0440

Type of population 5
years ago

discrete

numeric

Type of population 5 years ago
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Question

V152 IL1972A_0441

Locality of workplace

discrete

numeric

[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]
In questions 13-21, full or part-time work for payment, profit,
or other remuneration, and also work of a family member
without pay in a family business will be considered as "work".
Not considered as "work": work of woman in her own
household. [Questions 17-21 were asked of persons age 14+
who worked and did not serve in regular or professional
military service last week, per questions 13, 16] If you worked
last week, please mark details of your main work. If you did
not work last week, but worked in Israel during the last 12
months, give details of your last work. 18. Where did you
work? a. Name of place of work (name of enterprise,
institution, or employer) ____ Samples: "Jerusalem
Municipality", "R. Cohen - Greengrocer", Eshkoli Factory",
"Ministry of Labor", "Yefe Nof Primary School", "Private Clinic
of Dr. Levy" b. Description of principal activity of the place of
work ____ Samples: Retail sale of shoes; ladies' hairdresser;
manufacture of office furniture; teaching languages; raising
poultry. c. Branch or division (if existing) in which you work
____ Samples: Division of manufacture of children's wear;
Division for production of refrigerators; Water department at
municipality; Public works department; Antiquities
department. d. Address of your place of work Write down the
address you reach first on coming from home ____ Settlement
____ Street/Quarter ____ Number of house (or identifiable
adjacent place)

V153 IL1972A_0443

District/subdistrict of
workplace

discrete

numeric

[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]
In questions 13-21, full or part-time work for payment, profit,
or other remuneration, and also work of a family member
without pay in a family business will be considered as "work".
Not considered as "work": work of woman in her own
household. [Questions 17-21 were asked of persons age 14+
who worked and did not serve in regular or professional
military service last week, per questions 13, 16] If you worked
last week, please mark details of your main work. If you did
not work last week, but worked in Israel during the last 12
months, give details of your last work. 18. Where did you
work? a. Name of place of work (name of enterprise,
institution, or employer) ____ Samples: "Jerusalem
Municipality", "R. Cohen - Greengrocer", Eshkoli Factory",
"Ministry of Labor", "Yefe Nof Primary School", "Private Clinic
of Dr. Levy" b. Description of principal activity of the place of
work ____ Samples: Retail sale of shoes; ladies' hairdresser;
manufacture of office furniture; teaching languages; raising
poultry. c. Branch or division (if existing) in which you work
____ Samples: Division of manufacture of children's wear;
Division for production of refrigerators; Water department at
municipality; Public works department; Antiquities
department. d. Address of your place of work Write down the
address you reach first on coming from home ____ Settlement
____ Street/Quarter ____ Number of house (or identifiable
adjacent place)
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Question

V154 IL1972A_0444

Natural region of
workplace

discrete

numeric

[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]
In questions 13-21, full or part-time work for payment, profit,
or other remuneration, and also work of a family member
without pay in a family business will be considered as "work".
Not considered as "work": work of woman in her own
household. [Questions 17-21 were asked of persons age 14+
who worked and did not serve in regular or professional
military service last week, per questions 13, 16] If you worked
last week, please mark details of your main work. If you did
not work last week, but worked in Israel during the last 12
months, give details of your last work. 18. Where did you
work? a. Name of place of work (name of enterprise,
institution, or employer) ____ Samples: "Jerusalem
Municipality", "R. Cohen - Greengrocer", Eshkoli Factory",
"Ministry of Labor", "Yefe Nof Primary School", "Private Clinic
of Dr. Levy" b. Description of principal activity of the place of
work ____ Samples: Retail sale of shoes; ladies' hairdresser;
manufacture of office furniture; teaching languages; raising
poultry. c. Branch or division (if existing) in which you work
____ Samples: Division of manufacture of children's wear;
Division for production of refrigerators; Water department at
municipality; Public works department; Antiquities
department. d. Address of your place of work Write down the
address you reach first on coming from home ____ Settlement
____ Street/Quarter ____ Number of house (or identifiable
adjacent place)

V155 IL1972A_0447

Metropolitan area of
workplace

discrete

numeric

[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]
In questions 13-21, full or part-time work for payment, profit,
or other remuneration, and also work of a family member
without pay in a family business will be considered as "work".
Not considered as "work": work of woman in her own
household. [Questions 17-21 were asked of persons age 14+
who worked and did not serve in regular or professional
military service last week, per questions 13, 16] If you worked
last week, please mark details of your main work. If you did
not work last week, but worked in Israel during the last 12
months, give details of your last work. 18. Where did you
work? a. Name of place of work (name of enterprise,
institution, or employer) ____ Samples: "Jerusalem
Municipality", "R. Cohen - Greengrocer", Eshkoli Factory",
"Ministry of Labor", "Yefe Nof Primary School", "Private Clinic
of Dr. Levy" b. Description of principal activity of the place of
work ____ Samples: Retail sale of shoes; ladies' hairdresser;
manufacture of office furniture; teaching languages; raising
poultry. c. Branch or division (if existing) in which you work
____ Samples: Division of manufacture of children's wear;
Division for production of refrigerators; Water department at
municipality; Public works department; Antiquities
department. d. Address of your place of work Write down the
address you reach first on coming from home ____ Settlement
____ Street/Quarter ____ Number of house (or identifiable
adjacent place)

V156 IL1972A_0449

Type of population of
workplace

discrete

numeric

Type of population of workplace

V157 INDGEN

Industry, general
recode

discrete

numeric

V158 PERWT

Person weight

contin

numeric

V159 EDATTAIN

Educational attainment,
international recode
[general version]

discrete

numeric

V160 EDATTAIND

Educational attainment,
international recode
[detailed version]

discrete

numeric

V161 RELIGION

Religion [general
version]

discrete

numeric
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V162 RELIGIOND

Religion [detailed
version]

discrete

numeric

V163 YRSCHOOL2

Years of schooling,
intervalled

discrete

numeric

V164 HRSWORK2

Hours worked per week, discrete
categorized

numeric

V165 BPLCOUNTRY

Country of birth

discrete

numeric

V166 NATIVITY

Nativity status

discrete

numeric

V167 YEARP

Year [person version]

contin

numeric

V168 SAMPLEP

IPUMS sample identifier
[person version]

contin

numeric

V169 SERIAL

Household serial
number [person
version]

contin

numeric

V170 COUNTRYP

Country [person
version]

contin

numeric

V171 RECTYPEP

Record type [person
version]

discrete

character

Question
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Record type (RECTYPE)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: character
Width: 1

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
RECTYPE identifies the type of record for the case: household or person.
NOTE: RECTYPE is an alphabetic (character string) variable with a value of 'H' for household records and 'P' for person
records. RECTYPE will not appear as a variable in the default rectangular extracts produced by the data extract system. It is
only available in hierarchical extracts, to distinguish between the two record types.

Year (YEAR)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 4
Decimals: 0
Range: 1960-2011

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
YEAR gives the year in which the census was taken.

IPUMS sample identifier (SAMPLE)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 9
Decimals: 0
Range: 32197001-894201001

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
SAMPLE identifies the IPUMS sample from which the case is drawn. Each sample receives a unique 9-digit code. The code is
structured as follows:
The first 3 digits are the ISO/UN codes used in COUNTRY

The next 4 digits are the year of the census/survey

The final 2 digits identify the sample within the year. For the last two digits, censuses or large census-like surveys have a
value "0" (e.g, 01) in the second-to-last digit, household surveys have a value of "2" (e.g., 21), and employment surveys
have a value of "4" (e.g., 41).

Household serial number (SERIAL)
File: ISR1972-H-H
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Household serial number (SERIAL)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 10
Decimals: 0

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
SERIAL is an identifying number unique to each household in a given sample. All person records are assigned the same
serial number as the household record that they follow. (Person records also have their own unique identifiers -- see
PERNUM.) The combination of SAMPLE and SERIAL provides a unique identifier for every household in the
IPUMS-International database; SAMPLE, SERIAL and PERNUM uniquely identify every person in the database.
SERIAL can be used to identify dwellings in some samples. In these samples, the first 7 digits of SERIAL provide the dwelling
number common to all households that were sampled from the same structure. The last three digits give the sequence of
the household within the dwelling. The following is a list of samples in which dwellings can be inferred:
Chile 1970, 1992, 2002
Colombia 1993, 2005
Costa Rica 1984, 2000
Cuba 2002
Dominican Republic 1981, 2002, 2010
Ecuador 1990, 2001
Germany 1971
Hungary 1980, 1990, 2001
Jamaica 1982, 1991, 2001
Malaysia 1970, 1991, 2000
Mexico 1995, 1990, 2000, 2005
Nigeria 2006
Panama 2000
Peru 1993, 2007
Portugal 1981, 1991, 2001
Spain 1991
Uruguay 2011
Venezuela 1990, 2001
Vietnam 1989
In all other samples, the last 3 digits are always zeroes.
SERIAL was constructed for IPUMS-International, and has no relation to the serial number in the original datasets.

Number of person records in the household (PERSONS)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 3
Decimals: 0

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
PERSONS indicates how many person records are included in the household (i.e., the number of person records associated
with the household record in the sample). These person records will all have the same serial number (SERIAL) as the
household record. The information contained in the household record will normally apply to all of these persons.

Subsample number (SUBSAMP)
File: ISR1972-H-H
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Subsample number (SUBSAMP)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
SUBSAMP allocates each case to one of 100 subsample replicates, randomly numbered from 0 to 99. Each subsample is
nationally representative and preserves any stratification of the sample from which it is drawn. Users who need a
representative subset of a sample can use SUBSAMP to select their cases. For example, to randomly extract 10% of the
cases from a sample, select any 10 of the 100 subsamples.

Group quarters (collective dwelling) status (GQ)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
GQ identifies households as vacant dwellings, group quarters, or private households. Group quarters -- collective dwellings
-- are generally institutions and other group living arrangements such as rooming houses and boarding schools.
Institutions often retain persons under formal supervision or custody, such as correctional institutions, military barracks,
asylums, or nursing homes. Educational and religious group dwellings (e.g., boarding schools, convents, monasteries, etc.)
are also included in the institutional classification.
Group quarter designations are often useful for understanding the universe of households that answered questions about
household characteristics. Censuses will often exclude group quarters from such questions.

Number of unrelated persons (UNREL)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
UNREL indicates the number of persons in the household who are unrelated to the head.

Continent and region of country (REGIONW)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
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Continent and region of country (REGIONW)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 11-54

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
REGIONW identifies the continent and region of each country.

Household income, Israel (INCHH)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 6
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-999999

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
INCHH reports the total gross income of a household in Israel. The data are coded to the mid-points of the intervals, but the
labels provide the explicit income range represented by each code.

Water supply (WATSUP)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
WATSUP describes the physical means by which the housing unit receives its water. The primary distinction is whether or
not the household had piped (running) water.

Telephone availability (PHONE)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
PHONE indicates the availability of a telephone in the dwelling.

Automobiles available (AUTOS)
File: ISR1972-H-H
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Automobiles available (AUTOS)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
AUTOS records whether a member of the household owned or had use of a vehicle and, in many samples, the number of
such vehicles.

Central heating (HEAT)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
HEAT indicates the type of heating in the dwelling: individual or collective central heating, non-central heating, or none.

Air conditioning (AIRCON)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates whether the household had air conditioning.

Clothes washing machine (WASHER)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
WASHER indicates whether the household had a clothes washing machine.

Television set (TV)
File: ISR1972-H-H
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Television set (TV)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
TV indicates whether the household had a television.

Number of rooms (ROOMS)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
ROOMS indicates the number of rooms occupied by the housing unit.

Kitchen or cooking facilities (KITCHEN)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
KITCHEN indicates whether the household had a kitchen, cooking facilities, or room dedicated to food preparation.

Toilet (TOILET)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
TOILET indicates whether the household had access to a toilet and, in most cases, whether it was a flush toilet or other type
of installation.

Bathing facilities (BATH)
File: ISR1972-H-H
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Bathing facilities (BATH)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
BATH indicates whether the household had access to bathing facilities and, in most cases, whether it had exclusive access.

Household classification (HHTYPE)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
HHTYPE is a constructed variable that describes the composition of households.
HHTYPE is constructed from information in RELATE (relationship to head), from the constructed pointer variables SPLOC,
MOMLOC, and POPLOC (location of spouse, mother, and father), and from information on group quarters status, GQ.

Number of families in household (NFAMS)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
NFAMS is a constructed variable that indicates the number of families within each household. A "family" is any group of
persons related by blood, adoption, or marriage. An unrelated individual within the household is considered a separate
family. Thus, a household consisting of a widow and her servant contains two families; a household consisting of a large,
multiple-generation extended family with no lodgers or servants would count as a single family.
NFAMS is constructed from information in RELATE (relationship to head) and from the constructed pointer variables SPLOC,
MOMLOC, and POPLOC (location of spouse, mother, and father). See those variable descriptions for more detail.

Head's location in household (HEADLOC)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 3
Decimals: 0

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
HEADLOC gives the person number of the head of household in samples in which persons are organized into households.
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Donated household (HHDONATE)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-1

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
HHDONATE identifies households that were donated during the IPUMS data editing process.

Dwelling number (IL1972A_0001)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 6
Decimals: 0

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the dwelling number in which the household is enumerated.
Universe
All households
Literal question
Dwelling number

Number of persons in household (IL1972A_0006)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-30

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the number of persons in a household.
Universe
All households
Literal question
Number of persons in household

Dwelling created by splitting apart a large dwelling or household
(IL1972A_0016)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
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Dwelling created by splitting apart a large dwelling or household
(IL1972A_0016)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-2

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates whether a dwelling is created by splitting apart a large dwelling or household.
Universe
All households
Literal question
Dwelling created by splitting apart a large dwelling or household

Number of persons in a large dwelling before it was split
(IL1972A_0017)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the number of persons in large dwelling before it was split.
Universe
All households
Literal question
Number of persons in a large dwelling before it was split

District (IL1972A_0068)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Universe
All households
Literal question
District

Subdistict (IL1972A_0069)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
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Subdistict (IL1972A_0069)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 11-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Universe
All households
Literal question
Subdistict

Type of questionnaire (IL1972A_0034)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-6

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the type of questionnaire used to enumerate the households.
Universe
All households
Literal question
Type of questionnaire

Number of rooms (IL1972A_0035)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 1
Range: 0-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the number of rooms in a housing unit.
Universe
All households: not institutions, kibbutzim, Bedouin
Literal question
1. In how many rooms does your family live? ____
Do not include: kitchen, lavatory, bathroom and a room serving only for business purposes. Note also half a room.
Interviewer instructions
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Number of rooms (IL1972A_0035)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Question 24: Number of rooms in the apartment
Ask how many rooms there are in the whole apartment, and write it down in the questionnaire.
24a. When asking for the number of rooms in the apartment, the intention is not to count only those used by the household,
but all the rooms in the apartment; including rooms used for businesses only, or for both businesses and residence.
24b. If there are two or more households in one apartment -- you have to write down the number of rooms in the whole
apartment in the questionnaire of each household.
24c. Half a room is counted as a room.
24d. The dining room is counted as a room.
24e. If the family considers the entrance room or the dining room as a room or as a half-room, include them in the count.
24f. A kitchen, a bath tab room, or a shower and a bathroom are not considered as rooms.
24g. When there are more than 9 rooms in the apartment, write down 9.
Examples:
1. If you are told that there are 3.5 rooms in the apartment, write down 4 rooms.
[p. 48]
2. A family has a 5- room apartment and it rents two rooms to sub-lessees, who eat separately from the family. The
apartment owners live in 3 rooms. You have to write down in the questionnaire of the apartment owner and also in the
questionnaires of the sub-lessees -- 5 rooms.
3. There are 4 rooms in the apartment. One of the rooms is used as a sewing workshop only, and no one lives in it. Include
it in the rooms count and write -- 4 rooms.

Home heating system (IL1972A_0036)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the availability and type of home heating system within the household.
Universe
Dwellings that filled household questionnaire
Literal question
2. What is the principal arrangement for heating the apartment in the winter?
[] 1. Central or apartment heating
[] 2. Other fixed installation- kerosene stove, gas, fuel oil, heat storage
[] 3. Movable stove (electric, gas, kerosene)
[] 4. No arrangement for heating apartment

Kitchen (IL1972A_0037)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
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Kitchen (IL1972A_0037)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the availability of a kitchen within the household.
Universe
Dwellings that filled household questionnaire
Literal question
3. Is there a kitchen? (not including a cooking corner)
[] 1. Kitchen
[] 2. No kitchen

Cooking facilities (IL1972A_0038)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the availability of cooking facilities and the type of fuel used for cooking within the household.
Universe
Non-Jewish households
Literal question
Cooking facilities

Running water in dwelling (IL1972A_0039)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the availability of running water in the dwelling.
Universe
Non-Jewish households
Literal question
Running water in dwelling

Electricity (IL1972A_0040)
File: ISR1972-H-H
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Electricity (IL1972A_0040)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates whether the household has access to electricity.
Universe
Non-Jewish households
Literal question
Electricity

Bath/shower (IL1972A_0041)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the availability of a bath or shower in the dwelling and whether the household had exclusive use of
the facilities.
Universe
Dwellings that filled household questionnaire
Literal question
4. Is there a bath or a shower and is it solely for your use?
[] 1. Bath, solely for the use of the family
[] 2. Bath, used jointly with others
[] 3. Only shower, solely for the use of the family
[] 4. Only shower, used jointly with others
[] 5. No bath and no shower

Hot water for bath (IL1972A_0042)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the type of hot water facility for bath or shower in the housing unit.
Universe
Dwellings that filled household questionnaire and had bath or shower
Literal question
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Hot water for bath (IL1972A_0042)
File: ISR1972-H-H
5. What is the principal arrangement for heating of water in the bath, or shower?
[] 1. Central or apartment heating
[] 2. Solar heater
[] 3. Electric or gas boiler
[] 4. Kerosene, wood, coal, etc.
[] 5. No arrangement for heating water
[] 6. No bath and no shower

Toilet (IL1972A_0043)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates whether the household had one or more toilets.
Universe
Dwellings that filled household questionnaire
Literal question
6. Do you have a lavatory?
[] 1. There is no lavatory. Mark and pass on to question 9.
[] 2. There are 2 lavatories. Mark and pass on to question 9.
[] 3. There is 1 toilet

Location of toilet (IL1972A_0044)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the exact location (outside or inside) of the toilet in the building.
Universe
Dwellings that filled household questionnaire with toilet facility
Literal question
[Questions 7-8 were asked of those with 1 toilet, per question 6.]

7. Where is the lavatory located?
[] 1. Inside the building
[] 2. Outside the building
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Running water in toilet (IL1972A_0045)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates whether the non-Jewish housing unit had access to a toilet with running water.
Universe
Non-Jewish households with toilet facility
Literal question
Running water in toilet

Toilet with bath (IL1972A_0046)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates whether the housing unit had access to a toilet with bathing facilities.
Universe
Dwellings that filled household questionnaire
Literal question
[Questions 7-8 were asked of those with 1 toilet, per question 6.]

8. Is the lavatory located together with the bath or shower?
[] 1. The lavatory is located together with the bath or shower
[] 2. The lavatory is located separately

Telephone (IL1972A_0047)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the availability of a fixed-line telephone in the dwelling.
Universe
Dwellings that filled household questionnaire
Literal question
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Telephone (IL1972A_0047)
File: ISR1972-H-H
9. Is there a telephone in the apartment?
[] 1. Yes
[] 2. No

TV set (IL1972A_0048)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates whether the household has a television set.
Universe
Dwellings that filled household questionnaire
Literal question
10. Do you have a television set?
[] 1. Yes
[] 2. No

Baking oven (IL1972A_0049)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates whether the household has a baking oven.
Universe
Dwellings that filled household questionnaire
Literal question
12. Do you have a baking range operated by gas or electricity?
[] 1. Yes
[] 2. No

Car (IL1972A_0050)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
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Car (IL1972A_0050)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates whether the household has a car.
Universe
Dwellings that filled household questionnaire
Literal question
14. Do you have a car?
Please include private passenger car or closed commercial van with load capacity of up to 1 ton. Do not include tender.
[] 1. Car in possession of family
[] 2. Car for use of family, but not in its possession
[] 3. No car

Washing machine (IL1972A_0051)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates whether the Jewish household has a washing machine.
Universe
Jewish households
Literal question
11. Do you have a washing machine?
[] 1. Yes
[] 2. No

Air conditioner (IL1972A_0052)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates whether the Jewish household had an air conditioner.
Universe
Jewish households
Literal question
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Air conditioner (IL1972A_0052)
File: ISR1972-H-H
13. Do you have an air conditioner in the apartment? (Do not include fan.)
[] 1. Yes
[] 2. No

Year entered apartment (IL1972A_0053)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the year at least one member of the household entered and started living in the apartment building.
Universe
Dwellings that filled household questionnaire
Literal question
15. In what year did the first member out of those now living in the apartment move in?
[] Lives in apartment from birth
[] If not from birth, note year of entry: 19_ _

Ownership of dwelling (IL1972A_0054)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the ownership status of the dwelling for urban households.
Universe
Urban households
Literal question
16. Is the apartment in your possession, or is it rented?
[] 1. In possession of the family
[] 2. Rented. Mark and pass on to question 18.
[] 3. Not in possession and not rented. Pass on to next page. [Skip questions 17-20.]

Value of owned dwelling (IL1972A_0055)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
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Value of owned dwelling (IL1972A_0055)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 2-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the value of the dwelling owned by urban households.
Universe
Owned urban households
Literal question
17. At how much do you estimate the value of the apartment? ____

Monthly rent (IL1972A_0056)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 2-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the monthly rent paid in Israeli currency by an urban household.
Universe
Rented urban households
Literal question
[Questions 18 to 20 were asked only of persons in rented apartments.]

18. What is the monthly rent? ____
For those living in a rented apartment.

Key moneyrights (IL1972A_0057)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the key money rights of rented urban households.
Universe
Rented urban households
Literal question
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Key moneyrights (IL1972A_0057)
File: ISR1972-H-H
[Questions 18 to 20 were asked only of persons in rented apartments.]

19. Will you be getting key money (or pay on vacating) should you vacate the apartment?
[] 1. No entitlement to key money. Pass on to next page. [Skip question 20.]
[] 2. Entitlement to key money or pay on vacating (for those living in "Amidar" apartments)
[] 3. Entitled to key money (for those not living in "Amidar" apartments)

Value of key-money (IL1972A_0058)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 2-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the value of key-money for rented urban households. Key-money is a lump-sum amount paid to a
landlord for the right to rent a dwelling at fixed or below-market rates for a long or indefinite period of time. To escape from
a lease fixed with key money, the landlord would have to pay the renter the key money value of the property.
Universe
Rented urban households who have key money rights
Literal question
[Questions 18 to 20 were asked only of persons in rented apartments.]

20. At how much do you estimate the value of the key money (including the third for the owner of the apartment)? ____
For those living in apartments with key money.

Pensions from Israeli and foreign sources (IL1972A_0059)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 2-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the amount of household income from pensions. Responses for zero income are combined with
non-responses ("unknown").
Universe
Dwellings that filled household questionnaire
Literal question
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Pensions from Israeli and foreign sources (IL1972A_0059)
File: ISR1972-H-H
24. What were your and your family's income not from work during the last 12 months? ____
[Question 24 was asked of persons aged 14+]
Record: regular income. Do not record: one-time income, such as: inheritance, severance pay, lottery win, etc.
A. Pensions, locally and from abroad. ____
B. Assistance, or allowances such as: national insurance, ministry of defense, Malben. ____
C. Assistance by relatives who do not live with you. ____
D. Gross income, from letting apartment, leasing property, interest, dividends, and non-active partnership in a business.
____
E. Other current income, not marked above. ____

Financial aid or allowances (i.e. National Insurance, Ministry of
Defense, Malben) (IL1972A_0060)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 2-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the amount of allowances received by a household. Responses for zero income are combined with
non-responses ("unknown").
Universe
Dwellings that filled household questionnaire
Literal question
24. What were your and your family's income not from work during the last 12 months? ____
[Question 24 was asked of persons aged 14+]
Record: regular income. Do not record: one-time income, such as: inheritance, severance pay, lottery win, etc.
A. Pensions, locally and from abroad. ____
B. Assistance, or allowances such as: national insurance, ministry of defense, Malben. ____
C. Assistance by relatives who do not live with you. ____
D. Gross income, from letting apartment, leasing property, interest, dividends, and non-active partnership in a business.
____
E. Other current income, not marked above. ____

Financial aid from relatives not living with the person
(IL1972A_0061)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
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Financial aid from relatives not living with the person
(IL1972A_0061)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 2-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the amount of financial aid received from relatives by a household. Responses for zero income are
combined with non-responses ("unknown").
Universe
Dwellings that filled household questionnaire
Literal question
24. What were your and your family's income not from work during the last 12 months? ____
[Question 24 was asked of persons aged 14+]
Record: regular income. Do not record: one-time income, such as: inheritance, severance pay, lottery win, etc.
A. Pensions, locally and from abroad. ____
B. Assistance, or allowances such as: national insurance, ministry of defense, Malben. ____
C. Assistance by relatives who do not live with you. ____
D. Gross income, from letting apartment, leasing property, interest, dividends, and non-active partnership in a business.
____
E. Other current income, not marked above. ____

Income from property, interest, dividends, and non-active
partnership in business (IL1972A_0062)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 2-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates amount of income of a household from property. Responses for zero income are combined with
non-responses ("unknown").
Universe
Dwellings that filled household questionnaire
Literal question
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Income from property, interest, dividends, and non-active
partnership in business (IL1972A_0062)
File: ISR1972-H-H
24. What were your and your family's income not from work during the last 12 months? ____
[Question 24 was asked of persons aged 14+]
Record: regular income. Do not record: one-time income, such as: inheritance, severance pay, lottery win, etc.
A. Pensions, locally and from abroad. ____
B. Assistance, or allowances such as: national insurance, ministry of defense, Malben. ____
C. Assistance by relatives who do not live with you. ____
D. Gross income, from letting apartment, leasing property, interest, dividends, and non-active partnership in a business.
____
E. Other current income, not marked above. ____

Other current income, not already mentioned (IL1972A_0063)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 2-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the amount of current income of a household from other sources. Responses for zero income are
combined with non-responses ("unknown").
Universe
Dwellings that filled household questionnaire
Literal question
24. What were your and your family's income not from work during the last 12 months? ____
[Question 24 was asked of persons aged 14+]
Record: regular income. Do not record: one-time income, such as: inheritance, severance pay, lottery win, etc.
A. Pensions, locally and from abroad. ____
B. Assistance, or allowances such as: national insurance, ministry of defense, Malben. ____
C. Assistance by relatives who do not live with you. ____
D. Gross income, from letting apartment, leasing property, interest, dividends, and non-active partnership in a business.
____
E. Other current income, not marked above. ____

Total gross income of family (IL1972A_0064)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
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Total gross income of family (IL1972A_0064)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 2-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the total gross income of the family. Responses for zero income are combined with non-responses
("unknown").
Universe
Dwellings that filled household questionnaire
Literal question
24. What were your and your family's income not from work during the last 12 months? ____
[Question 24 was asked of persons aged 14+]
Record: regular income. Do not record: one-time income, such as: inheritance, severance pay, lottery win, etc.
A. Pensions, locally and from abroad. ____
B. Assistance, or allowances such as: national insurance, ministry of defense, Malben. ____
C. Assistance by relatives who do not live with you. ____
D. Gross income, from letting apartment, leasing property, interest, dividends, and non-active partnership in a business.
____
E. Other current income, not marked above. ____

Strata (IL1972A_0067)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 4
Decimals: 0

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable is the strata identifier for the sample. Strata is a constructed variable that captures implicit geographic
stratification resulting from the sample design. It is created by assigning a unique identifier to groups of between 10 and 19
adjacent households. Additional documentation is available on the Variance Estimation page.
Universe
All households
Literal question
Strata

Household weight (HHWT)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 8
Decimals: 2

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
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Household weight (HHWT)
File: ISR1972-H-H
HHWT indicates the number of households in the population represented by the household in the sample.
For the samples that are truly weighted (see the comparability discussion), HHWT must be used to yield accurate
household-level statistics.
NOTE: HHWT has 2 implied decimal places. That is, the last two digits of the eight-digit variable are decimal digits, but
there is no actual decimal in the data.

Number of married couples in household (NCOUPLES)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
NCOUPLES is a constructed variable indicating the number of married/in-union couples within a household.
NCOUPLES is constructed using the IPUMS-International pointer variable SPLOC (spouse's location in the household).

Number of mothers in household (NMOTHERS)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
NMOTHERS is a constructed variable indicating the number of mothers -- of persons of any age -- within a household.
NMOTHERS is constructed using the IPUMS-International pointer variable MOMLOC (mother's location in the household).

Number of fathers in household (NFATHERS)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
NFATHERS is a constructed variable indicating the number of fathers -- of persons of any age -- within a household.
NFATHERS is constructed using the IPUMS-International pointer variable POPLOC (father's location in the household).
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Country (COUNTRY)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 3
Decimals: 0
Range: 32-894

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
COUNTRY gives the country from which the sample was drawn. The codes assigned to each country are those used by the
UN Statistics Division and the ISO (International Organization for Standardization).

Electricity (ELECTRIC)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
ELECTRIC indicates whether the household had access to electricity.

Ownership of dwelling [general version] (OWNERSHIP)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
OWNERSHIP indicates whether a member of the household owned the housing unit. Households that acquired their unit
with a mortgage or other lending arrangement were understood to "own" their unit even if they had not yet completed
repayment. For those that did not own their housing unit, several options were possible: renting (from various types of
owners), subletting, usufruct, and de facto occupation.

Ownership of dwelling [detailed version] (OWNERSHIPD)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 3
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-999

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
OWNERSHIP indicates whether a member of the household owned the housing unit. Households that acquired their unit
with a mortgage or other lending arrangement were understood to "own" their unit even if they had not yet completed
repayment. For those that did not own their housing unit, several options were possible: renting (from various types of
owners), subletting, usufruct, and de facto occupation.
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Cooking fuel (FUELCOOK)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
FUELCOOK indicates the predominant type of fuel or energy used for cooking.

Hot water heater (HOTWATER)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
HOTWATER indicates whether the housing unit had a water heater.

Strata identifier (STRATA)
File: ISR1972-H-H
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 12
Decimals: 0

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable is the strata identifier for the sample. The STRATA variable provides information about the sample design that
can be used to improve estimation.
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Person number (PERNUM)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 3
Decimals: 0

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
PERNUM numbers all persons within each household consecutively (starting with "1" for the first person record of each
household). When combined with SAMPLE and SERIAL, PERNUM uniquely identifies each person in the IPUMS-International
database.

Mother's location in household (MOMLOC)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 3
Decimals: 0

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
MOMLOC is a constructed variable that indicates whether or not the person's mother lived in the same household and, if so,
gives the person number of the mother (see PERNUM). MOMLOC makes it easy for researchers to link the characteristics of
children and their (probable) mothers.
The method by which probable child-mother links are identified is described in PARRULE.
The general design of MOMLOC and other constructed variables follows the methods developed for IPUMS-USA "Family
Interrelationships," but the details vary significantly.
Note: MOMLOC identifies social relationships (such as stepmother and adopted mother) as well as biological relationships.
The variable STEPMOM is designed to identify some of these social relationships.

Father's location in household (POPLOC)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 3
Decimals: 0

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
POPLOC is a constructed variable that indicates whether or not the person's father lived in the same household and, if so,
gives the person number of the father (see PERNUM). POPLOC makes it easy for researchers to link the characteristics of
children and their (probable) fathers.
The method by which probable child-father links are identified is described in PARRULE.
The general design of POPLOC and other constructed variables follows the methods developed for IPUMS-USA "Family
Interrelationships," but the details vary significantly.
Note: POPLOC identifies social relationships (such as stepfather and adopted father) as well as biological relationships. The
variable STEPPOP is designed to identify some of these social relationships.
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Spouse's location in household (SPLOC)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 3
Decimals: 0

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
SPLOC is a constructed variable that indicates whether or not the person's spouse lived in the same household and, if so,
gives the person number (PERNUM) of the spouse. SPLOC makes it easy for researchers to link the characteristics of
(probable) spouses.
The method by which probable spouse-spouse links are identified is described in SPRULE.
The general design of SPLOC and other constructed variables is modeled on the methods developed for IPUMS-USA "Family
Interrelationships", but the details vary significantly.

Rule for linking parent (PARRULE)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-52

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
PARRULE describes the criteria by which the IPUMS-International variables MOMLOC and POPLOC linked the person to a
probable mother and/or father.
IPUMS-International establishes child-parent links according to five basic rules, and PARRULE gives the number of the rule
that applied to the link in question. A link to any parent automatically generates a second link to that parent's spouse or
partner, so only one rule is needed to describe both MOMLOC and POPLOC.
The design of the interrelationship variables is described in this paper on IPUMSI family linking methodology.

Rule for linking spouse (SPRULE)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-6

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
SPRULE explains the criteria by which the IPUMS-International variable SPLOC linked the person to his/her probable spouse.
IPUMS-International establishes spouse-spouse links according to five basic rules, and SPRULE gives the number of the rule
that applied to the link in question. A sixth rule identifies sample-specific linking procedures only imposed in selected
instances.
The design of the interrelationship variables is described in this paper on IPUMSI family linking methodology.
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Probable stepmother (STEPMOM)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-6

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
STEPMOM indicates whether a person's mother, as identified by MOMLOC, was most probably not the person's biological
mother. Non-zero values of STEPMOM explain why it is probable that the person's mother was a step- or adopted mother. A
value of 0 indicates no likely stepmother because (1) the mother identified in MOMLOC was probably the biological mother
or (2) there is no mother of this person present in the household.
The codes for STEPMOM are as follows:
0 = Biological mother or no mother of this person present in household.
1 = Mother has no children borne or surviving.
2 = Child reports mother is deceased.
3 = Explicitly identified relationship (stepchild, adopted child, child of unmarried partner, stepchild/child-in-law).
4 = Mother reports no children in the home.
5 = Age difference between mother and child was less than 12 or greater than 54 years.
6 = Child exceeds known fertility of mother.
See PARRULE for a description of the linking process.
Users should note that there are many stepmothers and adopted mothers in the population that cannot be identified with
information available in the censuses. Therefore, STEPMOM will always under-represent their actual number in the
population.

Probable stepfather (STEPPOP)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-3

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
STEPPOP indicates whether a person's father, as identified by POPLOC , was most probably not the person's biological
father. Non-zero values of STEPPOP explain why it is probable that the person's father was a step- or adopted father. A
value of 0 indicates no likely stepfather because (1) the father identified in POPLOC was probably the biological father or (2)
there is no father of this person present in the household.
The codes for STEPPOP are as follows:
0 = Biological father or no father of this person present in household.
1 = Child reports father is deceased.
2 = Explicitly identified relationship (stepchild, adopted child, child of unmarried partner; stepchild/child-in-law).
3 = Age difference between father and child was less than 12 or greater than 54 years.
See PARRULE for a description of the linking process.
Users should note that there are many stepfathers and adopted fathers in the population that cannot be identified with
information available in the censuses. Therefore, STEPPOP will always under-represent their actual number in the
population.
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Man with more than one wife linked (POLYMAL)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-1

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
POLYMAL indicates if a man had more than one wife linked to him in the constructed IPUMS variable SPLOC -- Spouse's
Location in Household.
The point of POLYMAL is to facilitate using SPLOC in samples that identify polygamy. Some statistical matching procedures
expect to find only one matching record for each subject record.

Woman is second or higher order wife (POLY2ND)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-1

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
POLY2ND indicates if a woman was the second or higher order wife linked to a husband in the constructed IPUMS variable
SPLOC -- Spouse's Location in Household. The variable does not suggest the actual marital order of wives, only their
relative positions in the person order of the household as it was enumerated.
The point of POLY2ND is to facilitate using SPLOC in samples that identify polygamy. Some statistical matching procedures
expect to find only one matching record for each subject record.

Family unit membership (FAMUNIT)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
FAMUNIT is a constructed variable indicating to which family within the household a person belongs.
All persons related to the household head receive a 1 (see RELATE). Each secondary family or secondary individual receives
a higher code. For purposes of FAMUNIT, secondary families are individuals or groups of persons linked together by the
IPUMS constructed pointer variables SPLOC, MOMLOC, and POPLOC (location of spouse, mother, and father).

Number of own family members in household (FAMSIZE)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
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Number of own family members in household (FAMSIZE)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
FAMSIZE counts the number of the person's own family members living in the household with her/him, including the person
her/himself. These include all persons related to the person by blood, adoption, or marriage as indicated by the census
forms or inferred from them.
FAMSIZE is calculated from the units identified in the IPUMS constructed variable FAMUNIT (family unit membebership). The
primary family is defined as all persons related to the head in the RELATE variable. Secondary families are individuals or
groups of persons linked together by the IPUMS constructed pointer variables SPLOC, MOMLOC, and POPLOC (location of
spouse, mother, and father).

Number of own children in household (NCHILD)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
NCHILD provides a count of the person's own children living in the household with her or him. These include all children
linked to the person via the constructed IPUMS pointer variables MOMLOC or POPLOC -- mother's and father's location in
the household.

Number of own children under age 5 in household (NCHLT5)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
NCHLT5 provides a count of the person's own children under age five living in the household with her or him. These include
all children linked to the person via the constructed IPUMS pointer variables MOMLOC or POPLOC -- mother's and father's
location in the household.

Age of eldest own child in household (ELDCH)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0
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Age of eldest own child in household (ELDCH)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Description
ELDCH gives the age of the person's oldest own child living in the household with her or him. These include all children
linked to the person via the constructed IPUMS pointer variables MOMLOC or POPLOC -- mother's and father's location in
the household.
ELDCH is top-coded at age 50 or older.

Age of youngest own child in household (YNGCH)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
YNGCH gives the age of the person's youngest own child living in the household with her or him. These include all children
linked to the person via the constructed IPUMS pointer variables MOMLOC or POPLOC -- mother's and father's location in
the household.
YNGCH is top-coded at age 50 or older.

Relationship to household head [general version] (RELATE)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
RELATE describes the relationship of the individual to the head of household (sometimes called the householder or
reference person).

Relationship to household head [detailed version] (RELATED)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 4
Decimals: 0
Range: 1000-9999

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
RELATE describes the relationship of the individual to the head of household (sometimes called the householder or
reference person).
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Age (AGE)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 3
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-999

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
AGE gives age in years as of the person's last birthday prior to or on the day of enumeration.

Age, grouped into intervals (AGE2)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-98

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
AGE2 gives computed years of age grouped into intervals.

Sex (SEX)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
SEX reports the sex (gender) of the respondent.

Marital status [general version] (MARST)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
[program universe for et,mz samples.
MARST describes the person's current marital status according to law or custom. Individuals who remarried should report
the status relevant to their most recent marriage. Census instructions rarely explicitly limit marital status to strictly legal
unions.
Note regarding universe: The lowest age at which a person can be anything but "never married" varies among samples.
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Marital status [detailed version] (MARSTD)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 3
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-999

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
[program universe for et,mz samples.
MARST describes the person's current marital status according to law or custom. Individuals who remarried should report
the status relevant to their most recent marriage. Census instructions rarely explicitly limit marital status to strictly legal
unions.
Note regarding universe: The lowest age at which a person can be anything but "never married" varies among samples.

Year of first marriage, categorized (MARRYR2)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
MARRYR2 reports the year of the respondent's first marriage categorized into ranges.

Number of marriages or unions (MARRNUM)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
MARRNUM records the number of marital unions the respondent has ever been in.

Children ever born (CHBORN)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
CHBORN reports the number of children ever born to each woman of whom the question was asked. In most samples,
women were to report all live births by all fathers, whether or not the child was still living.
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First language spoken, Israel (LANGIL1)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
LANGIL1 indicates the first or principal language spoken in Israel. It is intended to be the language used in everyday life.

Educational attainment, Israel (EDUCIL)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
EDUCIL indicates the person's educational attainment in Israel in terms of the level of schooling completed.

Activity status (employment status) [general version] (EMPSTAT)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
EMPSTAT indicates whether or not the respondent was part of the labor force -- working or seeking work -- over a specified
period of time. Depending on the sample, EMPSTAT can also convey further information.
The first digit of EMPSTAT is fully comparable, and classifies the population into three groups: employed, unemployed, and
inactive. The combination of employed and unemployed yields the total labor force. The second and third digits of EMPSTAT
preserve additional information available for some countries and census years but not for others.
Employment status is sometimes referred to in other sources as "activity status".

Activity status (employment status) [detailed version] (EMPSTATD)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 3
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-999

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
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Activity status (employment status) [detailed version] (EMPSTATD)
File: ISR1972-P-H
EMPSTAT indicates whether or not the respondent was part of the labor force -- working or seeking work -- over a specified
period of time. Depending on the sample, EMPSTAT can also convey further information.
The first digit of EMPSTAT is fully comparable, and classifies the population into three groups: employed, unemployed, and
inactive. The combination of employed and unemployed yields the total labor force. The second and third digits of EMPSTAT
preserve additional information available for some countries and census years but not for others.
Employment status is sometimes referred to in other sources as "activity status".

Annual labor force, Israel (LABORIL)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-3

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
LABORIL identifies the annual labor force for Israel, defined as persons who worked at any time in the previous year.

Occupation, unrecoded (OCC)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 4
Decimals: 0

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
OCC records the person's primary occupation, classified according to the system used by the respective national census
office at the time. For someone with more than one job, the primary occupation is usually the one in which the person
spent the most time or earned the most money, although this may not have been explicit in the instructions for a specific
census.
To ensure confidentiality, very small occupations are recoded to a residual category indicating the persons had an
occupation, but the job title is not identified. The number of cases recoded should be too small to affect analyses.

Industry, unrecoded (IND)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 5
Decimals: 0

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
"Industry" refers to the activity or product of the establishment or sector in which the person worked. IND is classified
according to the system used by the respective national census office at the time, and is not recoded by
IPUMS-International.
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Status in employment (class of worker) [general version]
(CLASSWK)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
CLASSWK refers to the status of an economically active person with respect to his or her employment -- that is, the type of
explicit or implicit contract of employment with other persons or organizations that the person has in his/her job. In general,
the variable indicates whether a person was self-employed, or worked for someone else, either for pay or as an unpaid
family worker. CLASSWK is related to EMPSTAT, which is used to define the universe in many samples.
Class of worker is often referred to as "status in employment" in other sources.

Status in employment (class of worker) [detailed version]
(CLASSWKD)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 3
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-999

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
CLASSWK refers to the status of an economically active person with respect to his or her employment -- that is, the type of
explicit or implicit contract of employment with other persons or organizations that the person has in his/her job. In general,
the variable indicates whether a person was self-employed, or worked for someone else, either for pay or as an unpaid
family worker. CLASSWK is related to EMPSTAT, which is used to define the universe in many samples.
Class of worker is often referred to as "status in employment" in other sources.

Means of transportation to work or school (TRNWRK)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
TRNWRK identifies the primary or usual means of transportation the person took either to work or school.
In censuses in which a person could report multiple modes of transportation, TRNWRK reports only the first method
reported.

Earned income (INCEARN)
File: ISR1972-P-H
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Earned income (INCEARN)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 8
Decimals: 0

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
INCEARN reports the person's total income from their labor (from wages, a business, or a farm) in the previous month or
year.

Subdistrict of residence 5 years ago, Israel (MIGIL)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 10-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
MIGIL indicates the person's district or sub-district of residence in Israel 5 years ago.

Year of immigration, categorized (YRIMM2)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
YRIMM2 indicates the calendar year that a foreign-born person came to live in their country of residence, categorized into
intervals.

Person number (within household) (IL1972A_0003)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-30

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates how many person records are included in the household (i.e., the number of person records
associated with the household record in the sample).
Universe
All persons
Literal question
Person number (within household)
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Relationship to head of household (IL1972A_0401)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable describes the relationship of the individual to the head of household.
Universe
All persons
Literal question
6. Relation to household head
[] 1. Household head
[] 2. Spouse of household head
[] 3. Son/daughter
[] 4. Son/daughter in law
[] 5. Grandson/daughter
[] 6. Parent of household head
[] 7. Parent of the spouse
[] 8. Other relation
[] 9. No relative
Interviewer instructions
Question 6: Relation to the head of the household
Circle the appropriate number.
6a. Stepson and an adopted son are registered as sons.
6b. When a man has two wives and both are living in the same apartment -- they comprise one household, where the
husband is the head of the household. For each wife circle the number near the category 'his wife', in the column 'relation
to the head of the household'.

Sex (IL1972A_0402)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the gender of the respondent.
Universe
All persons
Literal question
9. Sex
[] 1. Male
[] 2. Female
Interviewer instructions
Question 9: Sex
Circle the appropriate number.
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Marital status (IL1972A_0403)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-4

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the person's current marital status according to law or custom.
Universe
All persons
Literal question
10. Marital status
[] 1. Married
[] 2. Divorced
[] 3. Widowed
[] 4. Single
Interviewer instructions
Question 10: Marital status
Circle the appropriate number.
When the household members have difficulties defining their status, act according to the following guidelines:
(1) A separated couple, not legally divorced, is considered married.
(2) A couple living in the same household, not legally married, is also considered married unless otherwise declared.

Religion (IL1972A_0404)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-5

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the person's religion.
Universe
All persons
Literal question
11. Is he/she
[] 1. Jew
[] 2. Moslem
[] 3. Greek-Catholic
[] 4. Greek-Orthodox
[] 5. Latin (Catholic)
[] 6. Druze
[] Other Christian ____
[] Other ____
Interviewer instructions
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Religion (IL1972A_0404)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Question 11: Is he/she: Jewish, Moslem etc.?
Circle the appropriate number.
11a. If a person is Christian, belonging to a different congregation from the main three mentioned in the questionnaire, like
Baptist, you have to write it on the dotted line without marking a circle,
Attention: there is no number near it (Other Christian category).
[The original form includes an illustration of the question's categories including: Jewish, Moslem, Catholic Greek, Orthodox
Greek, Latino (Catholic), Other Christian]
Examples of Christian congregations: Armenian-Catholic, Armenian Orthodox, Russian Orthodox, Coptic Orthodox, Coptic
Catholic, Anglican, Baptist (See supplementary list on page 96).
11b. If the person is not Jewish, Moslem, Christian or Druze -- write down the group that he belongs to, on the dotted line at
the end of question 11 -- "other" (like: Samaritan, Bahaman).
Here too, do not circle any number. (Attention, there is no number near the 'other' category).
11c. If you encounter answers like Atheist, Canaanite, Israeli etc., write the answer given by the person, under 'other'.

Country of origin (IL1972A_0405)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 2-90

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the person's country of origin.
Universe
All persons
Literal question
13. [Country of origin]
For Israel-born, [specify] father's country of birth.
For born abroad, [specify] country of birth.
[] 01. Israel
[] 02. Iran (Persia)
[] 03. Bulgaria
[] 04. U.S.S.R
[] 05. Germany
[] 06. Hungary
[] 07. Tunisia
[] 08. Turkey
[] 09. Libya
[] 10. Egypt
[] 11. Morocco
[] 12. Iraq
[] 13. Poland
[] 14. Rumania
[] 15. Yemen
[] Other county ____
Interviewer instructions
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Country of origin (IL1972A_0405)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Question 13: Country of birth (The explanation refers to country of origin)
In this question you have to refer to the country of birth according to its present borders (except for Israel, whose borders
definition is in question 12).
13a. Foreign born: Write down their country of birth.
13b. Israeli born: write down their father's country of birth.
13c. You have to circle the number of the category Israel only for Israeli born whose father was also born in Israel.
13d. Countries of birth are written in alphabetical order except for Israel, which is written first.
13e. If the country of birth is not printed on the questionnaire, write that on the dotted line near the category 'other country
-- namely' (Attention, do not circle any number).
Example: Belgium will be written as follows: [The original form includes an illustration of the question with Belgium written
under 'other']

Year of immigration (Aliya) (IL1972A_0406)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 2-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the year of immigration (Aliya) of a person, grouped in 5 year intervals.
Universe
Persons born abroad
Literal question
14. Year of immigration: 19 _ _
For [those] born abroad.
Interviewer instructions
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Year of immigration (Aliya) (IL1972A_0406)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Question 14: To people born abroad -- Year of Aliya (migration to Israel)
14a. For foreign born: write here the last two digits of the year of Aliya.
Example: Year of Aliya 1936, write like that [The original form includes an illustration with 36 written].
For Israeli born, leave these boxes empty.
14b. A person immigrated before 1900
For a person immigrated (to Israel) before 1900, write the number 8 on the printed number 9.
Example: A person migrated in the year 1885, it is printed [An illustration of 19_ _]
You have to write as follows [An illustration of 1885]
[p. 44]
14c. Year of Aliya is unknown
(1) When the household member remembers how many years ago he immigrated to Israel, use the table on the back cover
of the enumerator's report book to change the number of years to year of Aliya.
(2) When the household member does not remember how many years ago he immigrated to Israel, leave these boxes
empty.
14d. A person who immigrated more than once to Israel:
For a person who immigrated to Israel more than once -- you have to write down the year of the first migration, unless he
was abroad for more than 10 years.
For a person who stayed in Israel as a temporary resident, or as a tourist, who left abroad and returned as a new immigrant,
you have to write down the year of immigration.
14e. A person who migrated from Cyprus during the establishment of the State:
For people who arrived from Cyprus during the establishment of the State, write the year of arrival from Cyprus (There
were WWII refugees' camps in Cyprus).
14f. A person who 'entered' the country
Temporary residents and tourist who stay in Israel over a year -- for them the year of entrance will be the year of migration.
If these people have changed their status to 'potential immigrants' or to immigrants -- their year of Aliya will be the year in
which they have changed status.
(Potential immigrant is a person who immigrated to Israel, and has part of the rights given to a new immigrant for a
duration of three years, yet he is not a resident. As long as he in a status of potential immigrant, he can regret it).

Year of entry to the locality (IL1972A_0407)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the person's year of moving to the locality, grouped in 5 year intervals.
Universe
Persons age 14+
Literal question
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Year of entry to the locality (IL1972A_0407)
File: ISR1972-P-H
[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]

1. From what year have you lived in this settlement?
[] Has lived in this settlement from birth
[] If not from birth, mark year of move to this locality: 19_ _

Place of residence 5 years ago (1967) (IL1972A_0408)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the person's parish of residence 5 years ago.
Universe
Persons age 14+
Literal question
[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]

2. Where was your permanent place of residence in May 1967, in other words, before the Six-Day War?
[] In the same house at present.
[] At another address
[] Abroad
[] In Israel; note address ____

Year of first marriage (IL1972A_0409)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the respondent's year of first marriage in 10 year intervals.
Universe
Ever-married persons age 14+
Literal question
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Year of first marriage (IL1972A_0409)
File: ISR1972-P-H
[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]

3. Did you marry and when?
[] Did not marry. Mark and pass to question 6 [skip questions 4-5]
[] Married once -- Mark year of marriage: 19_ _
[] Married more than once -- Mark years of marriages:
First: 19_ _
Last: 19_ _

Year of last marriage (IL1972A_0410)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the respondent's year of last marriage in 10 year intervals.
Universe
Ever-married persons age 14+
Literal question
[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]

3. Did you marry and when?
[] Did not marry. Mark and pass to question 6 [skip questions 4-5]
[] Married once -- Mark year of marriage: 19_ _
[] Married more than once -- Mark years of marriages:
First: 19_ _
Last: 19_ _

Children ever born (IL1972A_0411)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the number of children ever born to a woman.
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Children ever born (IL1972A_0411)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Universe
Ever-married females age 14+
Literal question
[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]

4. To how many children did you give birth?
Please include all children born alive, even if they are no longer living
[] No children born. Mark and pass to question 6 [skip question 5]
[] Number of children born (Mark 1, 2, 3 and so on) ____

Children born abroad (IL1972A_0412)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the number of children that the woman borne while abroad.
Universe
Ever-married females age 14+
Literal question
[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]

5. How many children of those recorded were born abroad?
[] No children born abroad. Mark and pass to question 6.
[] Number of children born (Mark 1, 2, 3 and so on) ____

Current schooling (IL1972A_0413)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the status of current schooling for the respondent.
Universe
Persons age 14+ currently in school
Literal question
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Current schooling (IL1972A_0413)
File: ISR1972-P-H
[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]

Considered as schools: studies in evening school, Yeshiva, university, academy of music, etc. Will not be considered schools:
courses of under one year, correspondence courses, language courses etc.

6. Do you study or have you studied at a school before?
[] Did not study at all at a school. Mark and pass to question 11 [skip questions 7-10]
[] Studies in a school in the past and does not study at present. Mark and pass to question 8.
[] Studies at present at school. Mark name and type of school and its address.
____ Name and type of school (Full name of school, at which studying at present)
____ Address of school: Settlement Street/Quarter Number of house

Type of transportation to school (IL1972A_0414)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the type of transportation used to reach school.
Universe
Persons age 14+ currently in school
Literal question
[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]

Considered as schools: studies in evening school, Yeshiva, university, academy of music, etc. Will not be considered schools:
courses of under one year, correspondence courses, language courses etc.

7. What is the principal means of transportation for going to school?
[Question 7 was asked of persons aged 14+ who presently study at a school, per question 6]
[] 1. Special bus for conveying pupils
[] 2. Public bus
[] 3. Bicycle
[] 4. Motorcycle, scooter, or bicycle with auxiliary motor
[] 5. Private or commercial vehicle
[] 6. Taxi, including mini-bus
[] 7. Train, or carmelit
[] 8. Other vehicle
[] 9. Walking
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Years of schooling and certificate (IL1972A_0415)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 2-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the number of years of schooling and certificate obtained by the person -- their educational
attainment.
Universe
Persons age 14+ in school or studied in the past
Literal question
[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]

Considered as schools: studies in evening school, Yeshiva, university, academy of music, etc. Will not be considered schools:
courses of under one year, correspondence courses, language courses etc.

[Questions 8-10 were asked of persons aged 14+ who presently study at a school or studied in past, per question 6]

8. How many years altogether did you study at school? ____
If you are studying at present, please include current year of studies. Do not include: kindergarten, an uncompleted year of
studies, another year in the same grade, short courses.

Type of last school (IL1972A_0416)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the type of school that a person last attended.
Universe
Persons age 14+ in school or studied in the past
Literal question
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Type of last school (IL1972A_0416)
File: ISR1972-P-H
[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]

Considered as schools: studies in evening school, Yeshiva, university, academy of music, etc. Will not be considered schools:
courses of under one year, correspondence courses, language courses etc.

[Questions 8-10 were asked of persons aged 14+ who presently study at a school or studied in past, per question 6]

9. What is the type of the school you attended last, or where you are studying at present?
[] 1. Primary school, Heder, Kutab
[] 2. Intermediate classes (between primary and secondary schools)
[] 3. Yeshiva, "Madrassa Diniyyah"
[] 4. Vocational, agricultural secondary school
[] 5. Secondary school
[] 6. Teachers training college (post primary)
[] 7. Other post-secondary school, such as school for qualified nurses, surveyors' school
[] 8. University, technion
[] 9. Other school, mark _________

Last degree or certificate (IL1972A_0417)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the type of degree or certificate a person last obtained.
Universe
Persons age 14+ in school or studied in the past
Literal question
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Last degree or certificate (IL1972A_0417)
File: ISR1972-P-H
[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]

Considered as schools: studies in evening school, Yeshiva, university, academy of music, etc. Will not be considered schools:
courses of under one year, correspondence courses, language courses etc.

[Questions 8-10 were asked of persons aged 14+ who presently study at a school or studied in past, per question 6]

10. What is the highest certificate (degree) that you received?
[] 1. Academic degree
[] 2. Certificate and completion of post-secondary school
[] 3. Matriculation or other certificate [illegible]
[] 4. Other certificate of completing secondary studies
[] 5. None of those certificates

Writing ability (IL1972A_0418)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the person's writing ability.
Universe
Persons age 14+
Literal question
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Writing ability (IL1972A_0418)
File: ISR1972-P-H
[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]

11 Can you write (at least a simple letter)
a. Can you write in Hebrew?
[] Yes
[] No
b. Can you write in Arabic?
[] Yes
[] No
c. Can you write in (another languages)?
[] Yes
[] No

First speaking language (IL1972A_0419)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 3-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the primary language that a person speaks in everyday life.
Universe
Persons age 14+
Literal question
[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]

12. What is the language, or languages, that you speak in everyday life?
Do not mark language that you know, but do not use in everyday life.
____ Mark single or principal language
____ Mark second language
____ Mark third language

Second speaking language (IL1972A_0420)
File: ISR1972-P-H
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Second speaking language (IL1972A_0420)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the second language that a person speaks in everyday life.
Universe
Persons age 14+
Literal question
[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]

12. What is the language, or languages, that you speak in everyday life?
Do not mark language that you know, but do not use in everyday life.
____ Mark single or principal language
____ Mark second language
____ Mark third language

Third speaking language (IL1972A_0421)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the third language that a person speaks in everyday life.
Universe
Persons age 14+
Literal question
[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]

12. What is the language, or languages, that you speak in everyday life?
Do not mark language that you know, but do not use in everyday life.
____ Mark single or principal language
____ Mark second language
____ Mark third language

In the labor force last week (IL1972A_0422)
File: ISR1972-P-H
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In the labor force last week (IL1972A_0422)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates whether a person was in the labor force last week.
Universe
Persons age 14+
Literal question
[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]

In questions 13-21, full or part-time work for payment, profit, or other remuneration, and also work of a family member
without pay in a family business will be considered as "work". Not considered as "work": work of woman in her own
household.

[Questions 14-16 were asked of persons aged 14+ who did not serve in regular or professional military service (not
including army reserves) last week, per question 13]

14. Did you actively look for work during the last week?
For example, through the Labor Exchange, enquiring at various places of work, attempting to set up a business etc.
[] 1. Yes
[] 2. No
15. Do you have a job, a business, or an agricultural farm that you were absent from in the last week (for reasons of leave,
sickness, army reserve duty, or other cause)?
[] 1. Yes
[] 2. No

Weeks of employment last year (IL1972A_0423)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the actual number of weeks a person was employed during the last 12 months.
Universe
Persons age 14+ who were in the annual labor force
Literal question
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Weeks of employment last year (IL1972A_0423)
File: ISR1972-P-H
[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]

In questions 13-21, full or part-time work for payment, profit, or other remuneration, and also work of a family member
without pay in a family business will be considered as "work". Not considered as "work": work of woman in her own
household.

[Questions 14-16 were asked of persons aged 14+ who did not serve in regular or professional military service (not
including army reserves) last week, per question 13]

16. For how many weeks did you work in Israel in all places of work during the last 12 months?
A "working week" is considered to be a week during which you worked even one day only, or during which you worked
part-time. Include in the number of weeks annual leave, sickness leave, and service in the army reserve. Do not include in
the "working week" periods in compulsory or regular army service
[] 00. Did not work for a single day. Mark and pass to question 24.[skip questions 17-23]
[] If worked less than one year, indicate for how many weeks worked: ____
[] 99. Worked the whole year

Weekly hours of work (IL1972A_0424)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the number of hours a person worked during a week.
Universe
Persons age 14+ who were in the annual labor force
Literal question
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Weekly hours of work (IL1972A_0424)
File: ISR1972-P-H
[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]

In questions 13-21, full or part-time work for payment, profit, or other remuneration, and also work of a family member
without pay in a family business will be considered as "work". Not considered as "work": work of woman in her own
household.

[Questions 14-16 were asked of persons aged 14+ who did not serve in regular or professional military service (not
including army reserves) last week, per question 13]

[Questions 17-21 were asked of persons age 14+ who worked and did not serve in regular or professional military service
last week, per questions 13, 16]

17. During the weeks that you worked, how many hours weekly did you work in general (including hours that you worked in
all places of work)? Mark number of hours. ____

Industry (IL1972A_0425)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the industry in which a person was employed.
Universe
Persons age 14+ who were in the annual labor force
Literal question
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Industry (IL1972A_0425)
File: ISR1972-P-H
[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]

In questions 13-21, full or part-time work for payment, profit, or other remuneration, and also work of a family member
without pay in a family business will be considered as "work". Not considered as "work": work of woman in her own
household.

[Questions 17-21 were asked of persons age 14+ who worked and did not serve in regular or professional military service
last week, per questions 13, 16]

If you worked last week, please mark details of your main work. If you did not work last week, but worked in Israel during
the last 12 months, give details of your last work.
18. Where did you work?
a. Name of place of work (name of enterprise, institution, or employer) ____
Samples: "Jerusalem Municipality", "R. Cohen - Greengrocer", Eshkoli Factory", "Ministry of Labor", "Yefe Nof Primary
School", "Private Clinic of Dr. Levy"
b. Description of principal activity of the place of work ____
Samples: Retail sale of shoes; ladies' hairdresser; manufacture of office furniture; teaching languages; raising poultry.
c. Branch or division (if existing) in which you work ____
Samples: Division of manufacture of children's wear; Division for production of refrigerators; Water department at
municipality; Public works department; Antiquities department.
d. Address of your place of work
Write down the address you reach first on coming from home
____ Settlement
____ Street/Quarter
____ Number of house (or identifiable adjacent place)

Type of transportation to work (IL1972A_0426)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the type of transportation used to reach the person's place of work.
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Type of transportation to work (IL1972A_0426)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Universe
Persons age 14+ who were in the annual labor force
Literal question
[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]

In questions 13-21, full or part-time work for payment, profit, or other remuneration, and also work of a family member
without pay in a family business will be considered as "work". Not considered as "work": work of woman in her own
household.

[Questions 17-21 were asked of persons age 14+ who worked and did not serve in regular or professional military service
last week, per questions 13, 16]

19. What is the principal means of transportation by which you reach the above place of work?
[] 1. Bus
[] 2. Private or commercial vehicle
[] 3. Taxi, including mini-bus
[] 4. Motorcycle, scooter, or bicycle with auxiliary motor.
[] 5. Bicycle
[] 6. Truck
[] 7. Train, or carmelit
[] 8. Other vehicle
[] 9. Not traveling

Occupation (IL1972A_0427)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the person's occupation.
Universe
Persons age 14+ who were in the annual labor force
Literal question
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Occupation (IL1972A_0427)
File: ISR1972-P-H
[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]

In questions 13-21, full or part-time work for payment, profit, or other remuneration, and also work of a family member
without pay in a family business will be considered as "work". Not considered as "work": work of woman in her own
household.

[Questions 17-21 were asked of persons age 14+ who worked and did not serve in regular or professional military service
last week, per questions 13, 16]

20. What is the principal work at your place of work?
A. Describe your work ____
Examples: owner of grocery; filing; directing a team of carpenters; recording goods; aircraft maintenance technician;
surgeon
B. Description of position (if existing) ____
Samples: Director of Finance Division; Secretary (female) of board of directors; Chief Sanitary Inspector; Head of team of
Technicians

Status of work (IL1972A_0428)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the person's status or position at their place of work.
Universe
Persons age 14+ who were in the annual labor force
Literal question
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Status of work (IL1972A_0428)
File: ISR1972-P-H
[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]

In questions 13-21, full or part-time work for payment, profit, or other remuneration, and also work of a family member
without pay in a family business will be considered as "work". Not considered as "work": work of woman in her own
household.

[Questions 17-21 were asked of persons age 14+ who worked and did not serve in regular or professional military service
last week, per questions 13, 16]

21. What is your position at the place of work?
[] 1. Employee (receiving wages and salary)
[] 2. Self-employed, not employing hired personnel
[] 3. Self-employed, employing 1-2
[] 4. Self-employed, employing 3 and more
[] 5. Member of a cooperative
[] 6. Member of qibbuz (not employee)
[] 7. member of family working without pay in family business or farm

Gross annual earned income (IL1972A_0429)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the person's annual earned labor income.
Universe
Persons age 14+ who were in the annual labor force
Literal question
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Gross annual earned income (IL1972A_0429)
File: ISR1972-P-H
[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]

[Questions 22-23 were asked of persons aged 14+ who worked or served in regular or professional military service (not
including army reserves) last week, per question 13]

22. What was your gross income (before deductions) from wages and salary in all places of work?
To be also included: income as a soldier, a cooperative member, [illegible], "thirteenth month salary", vacation pay,
payments for professional literature, sickness pay, army reserve pay.
A. Last month ____
B. In the last 12 months ____
C. Is the last amount noted gross?
[] 1. Yes
[] 2. No
23. What was your gross income in 1970/71 from your work as self-employed? ____
Record the income before withdrawals from the business for private needs and personal taxes

Age, 5-year groups (IL1972A_0431)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-80

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the person's computed age in 5-year age intervals.
Universe
All persons
Literal question
7. Year of birth _ _ _ _
8. Month of birth _ _
Interviewer instructions
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Age, 5-year groups (IL1972A_0431)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Question 7: Year of birth/age
You have to ask this question although the answer is printed on the questionnaires with the population register data. We
ask this question in the census since occasionally, the register data is not accurate. The pre-printed number is supporting
information only.
7a. Write the year of birth in four boxes.
7b. If only the age is known, write it in the two right-hand side boxes, and in the remaining two boxes write zeros.
7c. If only the Hebrew year is known, you have to use the conversion table from Hebrew to civilian (Gregorian) year, that
you can find on the last page of the enumerator's report book.
7d. If the year of birth or the age are unknown, and the questionnaire has the register's data, copy the preprinted data from
the upper part of the questionnaire, after finding out if the printed year (of birth) matches approximately the age of the
member of the household.
7e. In a rare case, where year of birth and age are unknown, and there is no questionnaire with register data for that
person, or the preprinted register data does not match with the person's real age, try to estimate the age with the help of
the family members.
Question 8: Month of birth
8a. Write down the civilian (Gregorian) month number, as in the following example:
[The original form includes an illustration of: October as 10; February as 2; January as1]
The months' numbers are written in parentheses in the conversion table from Hebrew to civilian (Gregorian) month on the
back cover of the enumerator's report book.
8b. If only the Hebrew month is known, use the conversion table from Hebrew to civilian (Gregorian) month in the
enumerator's report book.
8c. If the month of birth is unknown, leave these boxes empty.

Place of birth (IL1972A_0432)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-2

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates whether the person's place of birth was in Israel or abroad.
Universe
All persons
Literal question
12. Place of birth
[] 1. Israel
[] 2. Abroad
Interviewer instructions
Question 12: Place of birth
In this question circle the number of the category 'Israel' for all Israeli born, for Israelis born in Eretz Israel (Country of Israel,
before the State of Israel) within the borders of the British Mandate, and also for people born in the territories occupied by
the Israeli Defense Forces.
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Locality 5 years ago (IL1972A_0433)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 4
Decimals: 0
Range: 31-9999

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the locality of a person 5 years preceding the census year.
Universe
Persons age 5+
Literal question
[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]

2. Where was your permanent place of residence in May 1967, in other words, before the Six-Day War?
[] In the same house at present.
[] At another address
[] Abroad
[] In Israel; note address ____

District/subdistrict 5 years ago (IL1972A_0435)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 11-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the district or sub district of a person 5 years preceding the census year.
Universe
Persons age 5+
Literal question
[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]

2. Where was your permanent place of residence in May 1967, in other words, before the Six-Day War?
[] In the same house at present.
[] At another address
[] Abroad
[] In Israel; note address ____

Natural region 5 years ago (IL1972A_0436)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
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Natural region 5 years ago (IL1972A_0436)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the natural region to which a person belonged 5 years preceding the census year.
Universe
Persons age 5+
Literal question
[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]

2. Where was your permanent place of residence in May 1967, in other words, before the Six-Day War?
[] In the same house at present.
[] At another address
[] Abroad
[] In Israel; note address ____

Type of locality / organization affiliation 5 years ago
(IL1972A_0437)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 3
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-999

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the type of locality or organizational affiliation of a person 5 years preceding the census year.
Universe
Persons age 5+
Literal question
[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]

2. Where was your permanent place of residence in May 1967, in other words, before the Six-Day War?
[] In the same house at present.
[] At another address
[] Abroad
[] In Israel; note address ____

Municipal status 5 years ago (IL1972A_0438)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
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Municipal status 5 years ago (IL1972A_0438)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the municipal status of a person 5 years preceding the census year.
Universe
Persons age 5+
Literal question
[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]

2. Where was your permanent place of residence in May 1967, in other words, before the Six-Day War?
[] In the same house at present.
[] At another address
[] Abroad
[] In Israel; note address ____

Type of population 5 years ago (IL1972A_0440)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the type of population of the person's locality 5 years preceding the census year.
Universe
Persons age 5+
Literal question
Type of population 5 years ago

Locality of workplace (IL1972A_0441)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 4
Decimals: 0
Range: 31-9999

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the locality of the person's workplace.
Universe
Persons age 14+ who were in the annual labor force
Literal question
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Locality of workplace (IL1972A_0441)
File: ISR1972-P-H
[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]

In questions 13-21, full or part-time work for payment, profit, or other remuneration, and also work of a family member
without pay in a family business will be considered as "work". Not considered as "work": work of woman in her own
household.

[Questions 17-21 were asked of persons age 14+ who worked and did not serve in regular or professional military service
last week, per questions 13, 16]

If you worked last week, please mark details of your main work. If you did not work last week, but worked in Israel during
the last 12 months, give details of your last work.
18. Where did you work?
a. Name of place of work (name of enterprise, institution, or employer) ____
Samples: "Jerusalem Municipality", "R. Cohen - Greengrocer", Eshkoli Factory", "Ministry of Labor", "Yefe Nof Primary
School", "Private Clinic of Dr. Levy"
b. Description of principal activity of the place of work ____
Samples: Retail sale of shoes; ladies' hairdresser; manufacture of office furniture; teaching languages; raising poultry.
c. Branch or division (if existing) in which you work ____
Samples: Division of manufacture of children's wear; Division for production of refrigerators; Water department at
municipality; Public works department; Antiquities department.
d. Address of your place of work
Write down the address you reach first on coming from home
____ Settlement
____ Street/Quarter
____ Number of house (or identifiable adjacent place)

District/subdistrict of workplace (IL1972A_0443)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 11-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the district or sub-district of the person's workplace.
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District/subdistrict of workplace (IL1972A_0443)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Universe
Persons age 14+ who were in the annual labor force
Literal question
[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]

In questions 13-21, full or part-time work for payment, profit, or other remuneration, and also work of a family member
without pay in a family business will be considered as "work". Not considered as "work": work of woman in her own
household.

[Questions 17-21 were asked of persons age 14+ who worked and did not serve in regular or professional military service
last week, per questions 13, 16]

If you worked last week, please mark details of your main work. If you did not work last week, but worked in Israel during
the last 12 months, give details of your last work.
18. Where did you work?
a. Name of place of work (name of enterprise, institution, or employer) ____
Samples: "Jerusalem Municipality", "R. Cohen - Greengrocer", Eshkoli Factory", "Ministry of Labor", "Yefe Nof Primary
School", "Private Clinic of Dr. Levy"
b. Description of principal activity of the place of work ____
Samples: Retail sale of shoes; ladies' hairdresser; manufacture of office furniture; teaching languages; raising poultry.
c. Branch or division (if existing) in which you work ____
Samples: Division of manufacture of children's wear; Division for production of refrigerators; Water department at
municipality; Public works department; Antiquities department.
d. Address of your place of work
Write down the address you reach first on coming from home
____ Settlement
____ Street/Quarter
____ Number of house (or identifiable adjacent place)

Natural region of workplace (IL1972A_0444)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
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Natural region of workplace (IL1972A_0444)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 2
Decimals: 0
Range: 1-99

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the natural region of the person's workplace.
Universe
Persons age 14+ who were in the annual labor force
Literal question
[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]

In questions 13-21, full or part-time work for payment, profit, or other remuneration, and also work of a family member
without pay in a family business will be considered as "work". Not considered as "work": work of woman in her own
household.

[Questions 17-21 were asked of persons age 14+ who worked and did not serve in regular or professional military service
last week, per questions 13, 16]

If you worked last week, please mark details of your main work. If you did not work last week, but worked in Israel during
the last 12 months, give details of your last work.
18. Where did you work?
a. Name of place of work (name of enterprise, institution, or employer) ____
Samples: "Jerusalem Municipality", "R. Cohen - Greengrocer", Eshkoli Factory", "Ministry of Labor", "Yefe Nof Primary
School", "Private Clinic of Dr. Levy"
b. Description of principal activity of the place of work ____
Samples: Retail sale of shoes; ladies' hairdresser; manufacture of office furniture; teaching languages; raising poultry.
c. Branch or division (if existing) in which you work ____
Samples: Division of manufacture of children's wear; Division for production of refrigerators; Water department at
municipality; Public works department; Antiquities department.
d. Address of your place of work
Write down the address you reach first on coming from home
____ Settlement
____ Street/Quarter
____ Number of house (or identifiable adjacent place)
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Metropolitan area of workplace (IL1972A_0447)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 3
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-999

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the metropolitan area of the person's workplace.
Universe
Persons age 14+ who were in the annual labor force
Literal question
[Questions 1-24 asked only of those 14 years of age or older.]

In questions 13-21, full or part-time work for payment, profit, or other remuneration, and also work of a family member
without pay in a family business will be considered as "work". Not considered as "work": work of woman in her own
household.

[Questions 17-21 were asked of persons age 14+ who worked and did not serve in regular or professional military service
last week, per questions 13, 16]

If you worked last week, please mark details of your main work. If you did not work last week, but worked in Israel during
the last 12 months, give details of your last work.
18. Where did you work?
a. Name of place of work (name of enterprise, institution, or employer) ____
Samples: "Jerusalem Municipality", "R. Cohen - Greengrocer", Eshkoli Factory", "Ministry of Labor", "Yefe Nof Primary
School", "Private Clinic of Dr. Levy"
b. Description of principal activity of the place of work ____
Samples: Retail sale of shoes; ladies' hairdresser; manufacture of office furniture; teaching languages; raising poultry.
c. Branch or division (if existing) in which you work ____
Samples: Division of manufacture of children's wear; Division for production of refrigerators; Water department at
municipality; Public works department; Antiquities department.
d. Address of your place of work
Write down the address you reach first on coming from home
____ Settlement
____ Street/Quarter
____ Number of house (or identifiable adjacent place)
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Type of population of workplace (IL1972A_0449)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
This variable indicates the type of population (religion) at the person's workplace.
Universe
Persons age 14+ who were in the annual labor force
Literal question
Type of population of workplace

Industry, general recode (INDGEN)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 3
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-999

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
INDGEN recodes the industrial classifications of the various samples into twelve groups that can be fairly consistently
identified across all available samples. The groupings roughly conform to the International Standard Industrial Classification
(ISIC). The third digit of INDGEN retains important detail among the service industries that could not be consistently
distinguished in all samples.
"Industry" refers to the activity or product of the establishment or sector in which a person worked.

Person weight (PERWT)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 8
Decimals: 2

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
PERWT indicates the number of persons in the actual population represented by the person in the sample.
For the samples that are truly weighted (see the comparability discussion), PERWT must be used to yield accurate statistics
for the population.
NOTE: PERWT has 2 implied decimal places. That is, the last two digits of the eight-digit variable are decimal digits, but
there is no actual decimal in the data.

Educational attainment, international recode [general version]
(EDATTAIN)
File: ISR1972-P-H
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Educational attainment, international recode [general version]
(EDATTAIN)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
EDATTAIN records the person's educational attainment in terms of the level of schooling completed (degree or other
milestone). The emphasis on level completed is critical: a person attending the final year of secondary education receives
the code for having completed lower secondary only -- and in some samples only primary.
EDATTAIN does not necessarily reflect any particular country's definition of the various levels of schooling in terms of
terminology or the number of years of schooling. EDATTAIN is an attempt to merge -- into a single, roughly comparable
variable -- samples that provide degrees, ones that provide actual years of schooling, and those that have some of both. In
addition to EDATTAIN, a country-specific education classification is provided which loses no information and reflects the
particular educational system of that country (for example EDUCBR for Brazil, EDUCCL for Chile, and EDUCUS for the United
States). As always, users can refer to the original education source variables for each sample, if they wish.
Many samples also give single years of schooling completed, recorded in YRSCHOOL. Some samples provide educational
information in a form that could not be incorporated into EDATTAIN.

Educational attainment, international recode [detailed version]
(EDATTAIND)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 3
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-999

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
EDATTAIN records the person's educational attainment in terms of the level of schooling completed (degree or other
milestone). The emphasis on level completed is critical: a person attending the final year of secondary education receives
the code for having completed lower secondary only -- and in some samples only primary.
EDATTAIN does not necessarily reflect any particular country's definition of the various levels of schooling in terms of
terminology or the number of years of schooling. EDATTAIN is an attempt to merge -- into a single, roughly comparable
variable -- samples that provide degrees, ones that provide actual years of schooling, and those that have some of both. In
addition to EDATTAIN, a country-specific education classification is provided which loses no information and reflects the
particular educational system of that country (for example EDUCBR for Brazil, EDUCCL for Chile, and EDUCUS for the United
States). As always, users can refer to the original education source variables for each sample, if they wish.
Many samples also give single years of schooling completed, recorded in YRSCHOOL. Some samples provide educational
information in a form that could not be incorporated into EDATTAIN.

Religion [general version] (RELIGION)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
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Religion [general version] (RELIGION)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
RELIGION indicates the person's religion, including "none."

Religion [detailed version] (RELIGIOND)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 4
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-9999

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
RELIGION indicates the person's religion, including "none."

Years of schooling, intervalled (YRSCHOOL2)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
YRSCHOOL2 indicates the number of years of schooling the person completed, categorized into multi-year intervals. Only
formal schooling is counted. Courses lasting less than a year are excluded.
The variable is only available for Israel. Most other countries have more detailed information on years of schooling in
YRSCHOOL. Information on level of schooling and degree is available in EDATTAIN.

Hours worked per week, categorized (HRSWORK2)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
HRSWORK2 indicates the number of hours the respondent worked per week at all jobs, categorized into intervals.
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Country of birth (BPLCOUNTRY)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 5
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-99999

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
BPLCOUNTRY indicates the person's country of birth.

Nativity status (NATIVITY)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: numeric
Width: 1
Decimals: 0
Range: 0-9

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
NATIVITY indicates whether the person was native- or foreign-born.

Year [person version] (YEARP)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 4
Decimals: 0

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
[This file is just a placeholder. See the household version of the variable.]

IPUMS sample identifier [person version] (SAMPLEP)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 9
Decimals: 0

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
[This file is just a placeholder. See the household version of the variable.]

Household serial number [person version] (SERIAL)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
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Household serial number [person version] (SERIAL)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 10
Decimals: 0

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
[This file is just a placeholder. See the household version of the variable.]

Country [person version] (COUNTRYP)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Continuous
Format: numeric
Width: 3
Decimals: 0

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
[This file is just a placeholder. See the household version of the variable.]

Record type [person version] (RECTYPEP)
File: ISR1972-P-H
Overview
Type: Discrete
Format: character
Width: 1

Valid cases: 0
Invalid: 0

Description
[This file is just a placeholder. See the household version of the variable.]
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Related Materials
Questionnaires
Census of Population and Housing 1972, Questionnaire
Title

Census of Population and Housing 1972, Questionnaire

Author(s) Central Bureau of Statistics
Country

Israel

Language Hebrew
Filename enum_form_il1972a.pdf

Technical documents
1972 Census of Population and Housing, Enumerator's Manual
Title

1972 Census of Population and Housing, Enumerator's Manual

Author(s) Central Bureau of Statistics
Country

Israel

Language English
Filename enum_instruct_il1972a.pdf
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